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Key Terminology
The following table highlights useful terminology used throughout the document.

Table 1: Key Terminology

Key Terminology Abbreviation

Agricultural Reserve Program ARP

Capital Improvement Program CIP

Community Development Block Grant Program – Disaster Recovery CDBG-DR

Community Rating System CRS

Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Study CSLRRF Study

Department of Conservation and Recreation DCR

Environmental Impact Bond EIB

Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA

FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map FIRM

Geographic Information System GIS

Hampton Roads Hazard Mitigation Plan HMP

Hampton Roads Planning District Commission HRPDC

Hampton Roads Region – Norfolk and Virginia Beach Joint Land Use Study JLUS

Hampton Roads Sanitation District HRSD

Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization HRTPO

Intensely Developed Area IDA

Limit of Moderate Wave Action LiMWA

National Flood Insurance Program NFIP

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA

Purchase of Development Rights Program PDR

Special Flood Hazard Area SFHA

Strategic Growth Area SGA

Special Service District SSD

Tax Increment Financing TIF

Transferrable Development Rights TDR

U.S. Geological Survey USGS



Key Terminology Abbreviation

Virginia Department of Environmental Quality DEQ

Virginia Department of Transportation VDOT

Virginia Institute of Marine Science VIMS

Glossary Terms

The Policy Response to Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Report or “Policy Response Report” refers to the 
policy portion of the Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Study (CSLRRF)

The Policy Response to Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Report Action Items or “Policy Action Items” or 
“Action Items” refers to the specific prioritized action items that are detailed under each numbered objective 
within this document



Executive Summary

The City of Virginia Beach, VA has recognized that 
flood impacts are increasing and must not be left 
unchecked. In addition to sea levels rising at a rate 
nearly twice that of the global average, Virginia 
Beach is threatened by changing precipitation 
patterns and increasingly recurrent tidal, storm 
surge, and inland flooding events. In order to 
tackle such challenges, the City must pivot to fully 
informed planning, infrastructure design, and 
community engagement. This document provides 
guidance on the actions the City should undertake 
to secure a vibrant future for the entire Virginia 
Beach community.

In 2015, the City initiated the Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Study (CSLRRF). 
The genesis of the study was both in recognition of increased flooding and the need for a strategic 
plan to protect the city. The goal was to produce the needed information and strategies to enable the 
City to establish long-term resilience to sea level rise and associated recurrent flooding. The following 
outcomes were identified for the study, with this document being a product supporting the policy 
strategy aspect of outcomes numbers two and three.

1. Establish a full understanding of flood risk and anticipated changes over planning and
infrastructure time horizons.

2. Develop risk-informed strategies, including engineered protection and policy to reduce short
and long-term impacts.

3. Produce policy and structural strategies to reduce short- and long-term impacts.

4. Engage in public outreach process to advance resilience initiatives.

This report, The Policy Response to Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding in Virginia Beach (the Policy 
Response Report) contains a diverse range of policy action items, which were developed in an effort 
to provide future guidelines while fostering resilience in City-wide practices. The policy action items 
within this document reflect City staff priorities and have largely been molded by the collaborative 
effort of numerous departments within Virginia Beach’s municipal government. Following the creation 
of the Report’s action items, City staff undertook an extensive ranking exercise, which culminated in 
the prioritization of action items as seen in this Report. The document provides the City with an array 
of recommended actions and steps that the City may choose from to begin making zoning, ordinances, 
policies and regulations more resilient to wide-ranging flood issues. All policy action items fall under 
seven specific goals which are highlighted below:

1. Plan for a future with more frequent and intense flooding

2. Enhance the flood resilience of critical infrastructure and invest in capital improvements to
reduce community flood risk

3. Enhance the flood resilience of buildings and neighborhoods

Figure 1: Flooding in Virginia Beach.



4. Protect and enhance the local economy

5. Preserve and enhance natural flood buffers and open space

6. Improve City coordination and responsiveness to community flood concerns

7. Advocate for changes in state and federal law and policy to incentivize, support, and fund local
resilience implementation

These seven goals closely align with priorities set by the City Council in recent strategic documents. 
Each goal is supported by strategies, objectives, and prioritized action items for City staff and 
departments to undertake. The action items have been assigned priority rankings through a 
participatory process with City staff and range from Low, Medium-Low, Medium, Medium-High, to High.
It is the City’s expectation that laying out a broad and diverse menu of action items will help City 
departments to implement changes in zoning, ordinances, codes, and regulations that, when paired 
with cost-beneficial engineered solutions, will increase the overall resilience of all Virginia Beach 
communities.



Introduction

Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Study (CSLRRF)
In order to address existing flood risk and reduce short- and long-term flood exposure, the City has 
undertaken a thorough, City-wide analysis to develop strategies and solutions that promote resilience. 
This Study is known as the Comprehensive Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding (CSLRRF) Study and is 
expected to be fully completed in 2019. The CSLRRF was initiated by City Council in 2014 in recognition 
of the need for a systematic response to increasing flood issues. The CSLRRF was funded through the 
City’s Capital Improvement Plan at $3 million over a period of 5-years. Additional funding of $844,000 
was gained from a federal grant through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
Office for Coastal Management in 2016.

The CSLRRF was structured as a 3-phase effort, 
as shown in Figure 2. The foundation was to 
understand current and future flood hazards and 
risk. Since 2015, study activities have progressed 
sequentially through this phased approach in 
collaboration between the study consultant team 
and City staff (Figure 3) to culminate in a host of 
strategies. Through 2019, the CSLRRF will synthesis 
work activities to produce an overall adaptation 
plan document using a watershed-based approach.

The City understands that its flood issues are 
multi-faceted and there is no simple fix to the 
flooding issues at hand. To address this, the City is 
considering a range of adaptation strategies falling 
into two main categories: policy and engineering. Engineering strategies can be highly effective at 
mitigating flood risks in specific situations, but they are also costly, complex, and would require many 
years to effectively implement City-wide. Combining engineering solutions with policy approaches will 
offer a more efficient systems-based approach for reducing vulnerability across all of Virginia Beach 
and transitioning the City into a new era of resilience. 

Figure 3: Timeline of CSLRRF study progression.

Figure 2: steps to the 3-phase effort
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Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding in Virginia Beach
Sea level rise (SLR) is a major concern worldwide for coastal areas, coastal Virginia, and especially 
the Hampton Roads region, which includes the City of Virginia Beach. The five long-term water level 
observation stations in southeast Virginia are measuring sea level rise rates among the top 10% in the 
nation.1 These water level observations show us that, historically, sea levels have risen approximately 
0.8 feet in the past 50 years, or between 1.5 and 2 feet per century. 

Although sea level rise is occurring at a faster rate in the Hampton Roads Region, it is exacerbated 
by land subsidence along the coast, further impacting water levels and resulting in increased flood 
vulnerability for the Community. Estimates state that over 50% of the relative sea level rise is due 
to land subsidence as the land sinks and settles in the Tidewater region.2 Sea level rise and land 
subsidence, paired with other flood risks such as storm surge and tidal flooding as well as inland 
flooding due to increased precipitation patterns and heavier rainfall, have also impacted recurrent 
flooding. These variables have resulted in a persistent threat to Virginia Beach Community, both on the 
coast, but also inland, and served as the impetus for the City taking action to both better understand 
its flood risk, and develop adaptation strategies.

The City has identified two sea level rise scenarios to facilitate adaptation actions that address both 
moderate to long-term risk to increased flooding. Municipal planning and infrastructure cycles were 
reviewed to select time horizons for each scenario, shown in Table 2. In selecting sea level rise scenario 
values, the City aimed to balance the need to proactively plan for future increases in sea level against 
the uncertainty in the projections. With the study goals and objectives in mind, it was decided to use 
mid-range values across the array of federal projections available at the initiation of the study, and 
within the planning horizon windows identified in Table 3.

The selected sea level rise scenarios are in alignment with state, and regional guidance. The scenarios 
align with the intermediate-high curve for their respective time frames as provided by the 2012 federal 
guidance, which was effective at the time of study inception.3 The values align with the “intermediate” 
scenario curve as provided by the updated federal guidance released in 2017.4 Guidance released by 
the Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences (VIMS) in 2012 recommended a planning scenario of 1.5 feet for 
the region over the next 20 to 50 years, but noted that 3 feet is possible in the 50-year horizon. Finally, 
in 2018, the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission adopted resolution 2018-01, recommending 
values of 1.5 and 3 ft for adaptation planning in similar timeframes.5 

The selected values require an acceleration of the historically observed trend of sea level rise. The best 
record for Hampton Roads is found at Sewell’s Point, in Norfolk. Recent analysis by published by VIMS6 

found acerbation in the Sewell’s Point record, and projected sea level increase of approximately 1.6 ft 
(with a 95% confidence interval of 0.6 ft) by circa 2050. Such analysis gives some assurance that CSLRRF 
scenarios are appropriate values for action by the City.
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SLR Scenario and 
Life Cycle Alignment

Time Horizon/
Time Period

Relevance Use

1.5 feet 

Municipal Planning

20-40 years 

2035-2055

Comprehensive Plan & 
Outcomes 

Short end of 
Commercial and Utility 
life-cycles

Vulnerability assessment 

Key planning value 

Basis for evaluation of all adaptation 
strategies or policy action items

3.0 feet 

Critical 
Infrastructure/
Long-term 
awareness

50-80 years 

2065-2085

Utility Infrastructure life-
cycle 

Transportation 
infrastructure lifecycles 

Residential structure 
lifecycles

Secondary vulnerability assessment 
to provide insight into long-term risk 

Basis for long-term infrastructure 
decisions 

Evaluate cost-effectiveness of 
additional protection for adaptable 
resilience strategies

A Policy Response to Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding in Virginia 
Beach (Policy Response Report)
The purpose of the Policy Response to Sea Level Rise and Recurrent Flooding Report (Policy Response 
Report) is to propose wide-ranging policy-based adaptation actions that will enable Virginia Beach to 
establish long-term resilience to sea level rise an associated recurrent flooding.

In order to effectively address sea level rise and flood vulnerability, Virginia Beach can undertake a 
number of policy solutions (zoning, ordinances, codes, and regulations)—in addition to engineering 
solutions, which will be detailed in the CSLRRF—to instill a deliberate foundation on which to build 
decision-making practices for City-wide operations and planning. The Policy Response to Sea Level 
and Recurrent Flooding Report is meant to be utilized as a standalone document, but will feed into the 
expansive CSLRRF Study upon its completion.

Development Process
The development of the Policy Response Report began in 2015 and has been a collaborative process 
between the City of Virginia Beach, the Virginia Beach Community, Regional Stakeholders, and contract 
support. For a summary of the Report development process, please see Figure 4 below.

Table 2: CSLRRF Study sea level rise scenarios, planning horizons, and intended use.
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Figure 4: The Policy Response Report Development Process

The Report began as an extensive menu of policy-based adaptation actions which deliberately address 
flood risks, changing precipitation patterns, and sea level rise. The policy action items, when originally 
developed, fell into the following categories:

Planning Processes – Considering projected sea-level rise, precipitation changes, and 
related flooding impacts in land-use, capital, and emergency-response planning processes 
to support long-range resilience efforts and to provide the evidentiary basis for discrete 
adaptation actions. Harmonizing resilience elements across all planning efforts.

Government Operations and Administration – Organizing and streamlining government 
administration, including procedures and design standards, to facilitate adoption and 
maintenance of policies that improve Virginia Beach’s resilience to sea-level rise, 
precipitation changes, and their related flooding impacts. Supporting all City investments 
in service and infrastructure to retrofit or integrate resilience measures into replacement 
or expansion projects. The City defines infrastructure as bridges, drinking water, dams, 
inland waterways, levees, ports, parks, roadways, schools, solid waste, transit and 
wastewater and all City facilities.
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Regulatory - Adopting or amending land-use, floodplain, coastal, and resource-
management regulations to require or encourage that both new development and 
redevelopment adequately account for present and future impacts of sea level rise and 
changes in precipitation patterns.

Spending – Allocating City funds to promote flood-resilient development patterns: 
encouraging the voluntary adoption of flood-hazard-mitigation measures, including 
property retrofits and open-space preservation, while discouraging future development in 
hazard-prone areas.

Taxes, Fees, and Market-Based - Using taxation and other state-granted authority to 
create market incentives for resilient development and services while generating revenue 
to fund vital city-implemented flood-resilience measures.

Public Awareness and Education – Leveraging city data and programs to provide 
residents, business owners, and developers with comprehensive climate-related 
information to enable more informed private-sector decision-making to increase sea level 
rise and flood resilience.

Funding – Employing innovative funding mechanisms to finance ongoing resilience 
efforts.

In early 2018, following the finalization of the policy menu, the policy action items were aligned with 
City Council’s goals and objectives, which are outlined below. City Council’s goals helped to provide the 
framework with which the Policy Response Report is built upon.

1. Plan for a future with more frequent and intense flooding

2. Enhance the flood resilience of critical infrastructure and invest in capital improvements to 
reduce community flood risk

3. Enhance the flood resilience of buildings and neighborhoods

4. Protect and enhance the local economy

5. Preserve and enhance natural flood buffers and open space

6. Improve City coordination and responsiveness to community flood concerns

7. Advocate for changes in state and federal law and policy to incentivize, support, and fund local 
resilience implementation
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Goals, Strategies, Objectives, and Action Items
Following the alignment of the Policy Response Report under the seven 
aforementioned goals, each goal was further broken down by specific 
corresponding strategies, objectives, and prioritized action items. The 
goals serve as primary outcomes, the strategies contain the City’s 
approach to achieve the goal, the objective states the steps to help the 
City execute the strategy, and the actions are specific prioritized tactics 
the City can explore in pursuit of meeting the outlined objectives.

Additional benefits and considerations are also included with each set of 
action items, providing further information on relevant topics, including 
administrative needs, environmental impacts, legal concerns, and 
funding opportunities.

The high-level goals, which provided the foundational base for this 
document, were largely built off of Virginia Beach’s strategic documents, 
which include Virginia Beach’s Strategic Plan to Achieve City Council’s 
Vision for the Future (2016-2018), the 2017-2022 City Council Goals, and 
the Hampton Roads Hazard Mitigation Plan. These foundational documents provided a basis for which 
to analyze and construct action items that align with priorities already identified by the City.

Action Item Ranking Process
The policy action items highlighted in this document represent activities that the City should explore, 
evaluate, and/or undertake as part of a comprehensive, long-term approach to addressing sea level rise 
and recurrent flooding within Virginia Beach. The actions are not meant to be prescriptive, but form a 
starting place from which flood vulnerabilities can be addressed from a policy perspective. 

The development of the actions items evolved from national best practices, expansive interviews with 
City staff, numerous collaborative workshops, multiple meetings with Virginia Beach Sea Level Rise 
working group, and discussions with relevant City departments. The ranking process of these action 
items was a collaborative exercise that included participation from City-wide staff. This ranking process 
is summarized in Figure 5 and described in detail below. 

Figure 5: The Virginia Beach 
Strategic Plan to Acheive City 
Council's Vision for the Future.
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Figure 6: Action Item Ranking Process

Given both the number and complexity of the action items, nine variables were evaluated for each 
action item. Figure 7 displays the ranking considerations for the variables that were identified and 
analyzed by the City.

Figure 7: Overview of the variables that each action item was evaluated upon.

Technical Considerations
Administrative 

Needs
Political 
Support

Legal 
Concerns

Fiscal Considerations
Environmental 

Impacts
Social 

Vulnerability 
Impacts

Technical 
Feasibility

Project 
Effectiveness Cost Cost 

Effectiveness

Simple Very 
Effective Minimal Supportive Simple Affordable Exceptional Positive Positive

Moderate Somewhat 
Effective Moderate Neutral Moderate High High Neutral Neutral

Complex Less 
Effective Significant Resistant Complex Moderate Moderate Negative Negative

Low Low

Prohibitive Unknown
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Each ranking consideration was assigned a numerical point score, based upon the rating City Staff 
assigned the variable. The rating to score conversion is displayed below in Figure 8.

 

Technical Considerations
Administrative 

Needs Political Support Legal Concerns
Fiscal Considerations

Environmental 
Impacts

Social 
Vulnerability 

Impacts
Technical 
Feasibility

Project 
Effectiveness Cost Cost 

Effectiveness

Simple 20 Very 
Effective 25 Minimal 10 Supportive 15 Simple 10 Affordable 25 Exceptional 40 Positive 15 Positive 10

Moderate 12 Somewhat 
Effective 15 Moderate 6 Neutral 9 Moderate 6 High 20 High 20 Neutral 9 Neutral 6

Complex 4 Less 
Effective 5 Significant 2 Resistant 3 Complex 2 Moderate 15 Moderate 12 Negative 3 Negative 2

Low 5 Low 4

Prohibitive 0 Unknown 0

Figure 8: Numerical point scores assigned to each ranking consideration for all nine variables.

An Excel spreadsheet was distributed to City Departments, and scoring was encouraged as a group 
activity within each department. Following review by the Departments, all responses (which included 
the aforementioned numerical point score) were compiled and an average score for each category was 
calculated. The cumulative score for each action item was tallied, allowing ranking of each action in the 
context of all presented activities. The chart below in Figure 9 highlights the outputs of the ranking 
exercise, and the frequency with which action items were prioritized.

 Total Decision Factor Scores and Rating

Frequency
Total Score Range

Rating
Minimum Maximum

105.2 131.5 High 50

92.1 104.7 Med-High 57

78.9 91.6 Medium 38

21.6 78.4 Med-Low 40

0.5 21.5 Low 1

Figure 9: Decision Factor Scores and Action Item Ratings

The outcomes of the action ranking exercise are represented by the “Priority” column at the end 
of each action. The prioritization includes low, medium-low, medium, medium-high, and high. For 
example, a “high” priority ranking would mean that the action item was deemed technically feasible, 
has high project effectiveness, minimal administrative needs, high political support, low legal concerns, 
and is affordable, cost effective, with positive environmental impact and positive social impacts. 
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National Flood Insurance Program Community Rating System
The Policy Response Report also looks at how policy changes could 
result in the City earning additional CRS points through the National 
Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) Community Rating System (CRS) 
program. The CRS is a national program developed by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). CRS is a voluntary, point based, 
incentive program that encourages and rewards community floodplain 
management activities that exceed the minimum NFIP requirements.

Communities that go above and beyond the minimum NFIP requirements 
are eligible for discounted insurance premium rates, which reflect the 
reduced flood risk resulting from community actions meeting the three 
goals of CRS:

● Reduce flood damage to insurable property,

● Strengthen and support the insurance aspects of the NFIP, and

● Encourage a comprehensive approach to floodplain management.

For CRS participating communities, points are accumulated for a variety 
of eligible flood mitigation activities, and flood insurance premium rates are discounted in increments 
of 5%. A Class 1 community would receive a 45% premium discount, a Class 9 community would 
receive a 5% discount, and a Class 10 community is not participating in the CRS and would receive no 
discount). 

Table 3: Breakdown of CRS points by Class

Class Points SFHA Non-SFHA

1 4,500 45% 10%

2 4,000 40% 10%

3 3,500 35% 10%

4 3,000 30% 10%

5 2,500 25% 10%

6 2,000 20% 10%

7 1,500 15% 5%

8 1,000 10% 5%

9 500 5% 5%

10 0 0 0

The City of Virginia Beach is currently working towards participation in the CRS program and is expected to be 
accepted in 2019. The City expects to enter into the program at a Class 7 or 8, equating to a 10%-15% premium 
reduction for NFIP participants within the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), and a 5% premium discount for those 
participants outside of the SFHA. These reductions in premium costs will potentially save residents thousands 
of dollars a year in flood insurance premiums. In addition to the cost incentives for residents, the CRS program 
requirements align closely to the Policy Response Action Items highlighted in this document. 

Figure 10: NFIP CRS Coordinator’s 
Manual.
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POLICY RESPONSE REPORT 

GOAL #1: Plan for a Future with More Frequent and Intense Flooding
In order to plan for a future with more 
frequent and intense flooding, the City is 
working to incorporate the most recent data, 
research, and future projections regarding 
changing precipitation patterns, sea level 
rise, and recurrent flooding into local plans, 
resources, and processes. The institutional 
use of both up-to-data data and forward 
looking projections ¬will inform decision-
makers in the implementation of resilience 
focused policies, codes, and ordinances. 

Goal #1 Strategy
Incorporate the most recent sea level rise, 
precipitation, and recurrent flooding data, 
such as the CSLRRF analysis outputs, 
including future flooding considerations, 
into all relevant City plans and process 
documents during their next update, or no later than 2025. The following objectives and accompanying 
action items will help the City plan for a future with more frequent and intense flooding. 

Objective 1.1: Comprehensive Plan
Incorporate the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data into the next 
update of the City’s Comprehensive Plan. 

Objective 1.1 Overview
As the City’s official land use policy framework, the 2016 Virginia Beach Comprehensive Plan 
acknowledges sea level rise as a natural hazard facing the City, discusses challenges in certain 
neighborhoods, designates Strategic Growth Areas (SGAs), and indicates that the plan will be updated 
with the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data. An update to the 
Comprehensive Plan is scheduled for 2021 and City officials anticipate that process will begin in 2019. 

Action Items
The next update to the City’s Comprehensive Plan should:

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Integrate the scientific and legal justification for short- and long-term recommendations for 
land use regulations needed to accommodate sea level rise. HIGH

2. Overlay areas of expanding floodplains and concentrated flood risk with the land use plan. HIGH

3. Adjust existing and future development goals and locations, including SGAs, based on the 
anticipated flood risks. MED-HIGH

Figure 11: Croatan Beach located in Virginia Beach, during a storm
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

4. Extend the planning-time horizon for visioning purposes, especially in the SGAs, to 
consider the effects of flood scenarios out to 2075 or 2100. MED-HIGH

5. Identify and designate “high and dry” areas with minimal flood risk for higher-density 
development and higher-intensity land uses. MED-HIGH

6. Incorporate flood-resilience strategies into sections of Comprehensive Plan related to 
specific watersheds, zoning districts, and vulnerable neighborhoods. MED-HIGH

Benefits and Considerations
● Administrative: Any land use policies adopted by the City to reduce flood risks from sea level rise 

will need to be consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan, which is designed to set the broad 
policy objective of a community. 

Objective 1.2: Hazard Mitigation Plan
Ensure that the City’s priority hazard-mitigation projects, and the 
most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data 
and analyses, are incorporated into the Hampton Roads Regional 
HMP. 

Objective 1.2 Overview
Virginia Beach participates in a Regional HMP7 that addresses, among 
other hazards, flood risk. The adopted 2017 Regional HMP includes 
regional and local priorities as well as NOAA and Virginia Institute of 
Marine Science analysis about future sea level rise and its potential 
impacts. The next HMP will be finalized in 2020.

Action Items
In the next update to the Virginia Beach section of the Regional HMP, 
the City should:

HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Incorporate high priority flood risk reduction projects and strategies into the Mitigation 
Strategy section of the HMP. MED-HIGH

2. Identify regional flood-risk reduction projects that could be pursued with neighboring 
jurisdictions, such as the City of Norfolk. MED-HIGH

3. Identify priority properties for hazard mitigation actions such as voluntary buyouts and 
acquisitions, or mitigation reconstruction projects. MEDIUM

Benefits and Considerations
● Funding: By incorporating flood risk reduction projects into the HMP, the City will be positioned 

to utilize hazard mitigation funding from FEMA to pay for implementation of high-priority 
projects, particularly after a major disaster event.

● Administrative: By identifying high-priority adaptation projects through the HMP process, the 
City can streamline the allocation of disaster recovery dollars in the aftermath of a Presidential or 
state level declaration, and more quickly apply funds to mitigation projects. 

● The hazard mitigation plan is prepared at the regional level, requiring City staff to coordinate 

Figure 12: Hampton Roads Hazard 
Mitigation Plan.
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with the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission to ensure that the City’s priority 
projects are reflected in the Plan.

● CRS: The City should focus on maintaining the hazard mitigation plan’s strong CRS score in 
future updates.

Objective 1.3: Emergency Response Planning
Incorporate considerations of sea level rise, recurrent flooding, and changing precipitation patterns in 
emergency response and evacuation planning. 

Objective 1.3 Overview
Current evacuation plans for the Hampton Roads area 
include tiered evacuation zones, robust signage, and 
community outreach. An evaluation of the longer-
term impacts of sea level rise on evacuation routes 
may identify areas at risk of future inaccessibility, and 
therefore destined to become more difficult to evacuate 
safely.

In addition, the Emergency Management Team should 
continue to plan for increased nuisance flooding. 
Emergency response planning documents should 
be updated to reflect the increased risk to both the 
community and first responders, especially given 
changing precipitation patterns and increasing demand 
for emergency personnel to respond during flood events.

Action Items
Updated emergency response and evacuation plans should:

EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Raise community awareness regarding the increased vulnerability to emergency first 
responders due to the threat of sea level rise, changing precipitation patterns, and 
increasing flood and storm events through education and outreach programs.

HIGH

2. Update and expand communication, outreach, and risk notification systems throughout the 
city in order to warn communities during increasingly common flooding events.

HIGH

3. Increase the level of fleet/asset management and operational planning in broader 
emergency response planning, as high water response vehicles and high water assets are 
acquired for flood events and water rescues.

MED-HIGH

4. Coordinate with the Virginia Department of Transportation and Hampton Roads 
Transportation Planning Organization to assess the long-term vulnerability of critical 
evacuation routes.

MEDIUM

5. Identify needed improvements to existing evacuation routes in both the short- and long-
term.

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Risk Reduction: By proactively preparing for flood events with increased severity and intensity, 

the City will be better able to mobilize first responders and assist with emergency evacuations, 

Figure 13: Flooding in the streets of Virginia Beach.
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particularly in regard to vulnerable populations (e.g., senior care facilities and hospitals) and 
vulnerable communities. In turn, these measures will help the City save lives and reduce the 
impact of severe storm events on residents and businesses.

● Response Costs: Reducing the risk of sea level rise and flooding throughout Virginia Beach will 
not only serve to reduce the overall cost of emergency response, but also reduce the risk to first 
responders and emergency personnel during flood events.

Objective 1.4: Internal Data Collection and Accessibility
Develop a one-stop internal web resource that provides all relevant documentation and GIS information 
to inform decision-making around flood risk, sea level rise, resilience, and hazard mitigation for City 
Staff. (See Objective 6.3 for external data collection and accessibility.) 

Objective 1.4 Overview
The City currently maintains an Open Data 
Portal that provides online access to a variety 
of geospatial data to both the general public 
and City Staff. The existing portal provides 
access to the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map 
(FIRM). In addition to the open data portal, 
the Comprehensive Sea Level Rise information 
webpage provides limited access to future 
floodplain maps through the CSLRRF Story Map, 
as well as a variety of other sea level rise data 
and completed studies. These sources will be 
bolstered with new sea level rise, precipitation, 
and recurrent food data, such as the CSLRRF 
findings, when they are made available. In 
addition, the City maintains a separate database 
of architectural and archaeological resources, as 
well as an inventory of public and private open 
space. Geographic information system (GIS) 
data, maps, flood information, and sea level 
rise data is located throughout a number of City 
webpages, without a designated landing page 
that City staff can readily access. 

Action Items
The one-stop internal web resource/database should:

DATA COLLECTION AND ACCESSIBILITY ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Establish and maintain an internal repository of reports, data, and guidance and strategy 
documents to facilitate accessibility by City staff. HIGH

Figure 14: Virginia Beach's Open Data Portal.
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DATA COLLECTION AND ACCESSIBILITY ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

2. Update and maintain the internal City Map to include the following ArcGIS data components:

• Existing flood hazard information for existing and future conditions, including both 
FEMA FIRM, CSLRRF, and Master Drainage Study information

• Flood risk data across the City’s geographic planning units

• Landsat data

• Projected flood-hazard areas based on sea level rise projections

• Zoning setbacks and Resource Protection Area buffers

• Cadastral and land use data

• Census-derived socio-demographic data and vulnerability indices

• All capital improvement construction projects, including status, priority, costs, and 
benefits

• Parcel-level GIS data with minimum first-floor elevations and foundation types. 

• Zoning

• Impervious surface coverages

• Hydrological features

• Preferred structural flood risk reduction alternative alignments and locations

• Preserved open space (with land record information)

• Natural areas including parks, reserves, and managed lands

• Dam Inundation Zones

• Historical Structures and Archaeological Sites

HIGH

Benefits and Considerations
● Administrative: An internal data portal would ensure that all City staff have access to GIS and 

other resources to support informed decision-making. 

● Flood Risk Reduction and Environmental: These GIS layers will enable the City to prioritize 
projects that will provide the most environmental and flood risk reduction benefits.

● CRS: Developing and publishing more detailed floodplain maps can earn communities up to 
200 CRS credit points (Activity 412.d). It will also help the City to identify parcels for voluntary 
acquisition, preservation, or development, which can further reduce flood risks and earn 
CRS credits. Communities can receive an additional 350 points for conducting new studies 
of flooding that meet FEMA standards, and 60 points when the new study is reviewed by an 
independent entity (Activity 412.a). 160 points are available for creating and maintaining map 
systems that improve a community’s access to and quality of data (Activity 442.a).

Objective 1.5: Floodplain Management Plan
Develop a comprehensive floodplain management plan. 

Objective 1.5 Overview
The City has not yet developed a floodplain management plan, though initial workflow discussions 
around funding, support, and a project timeline have been initiated. The Floodplain Management Plan 
would serve as an input, and help to inform, the Comprehensive Plan.
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Action Items
In developing the Floodplain Management Plan the City should:

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT PLAN ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Ensure that flood mitigation practices identified in the Floodplain Management Plan are 
incorporated into future Comprehensive Plan and the Regional HMP updates (See Objective 
1.1, 1.2).

MED-HIGH

2. Incorporate detailed mitigation practices for addressing repetitive loss structures and 
enhancing natural floodplain functions. MED-HIGH

3. Follow the 10-step process (as laid out in the CRS Coordinator’s Manual8) to identify 
strategies for enhancing floodplain management practices and use the regional hazard 
mitigation planning process to meet CRS requirements.

MEDIUM

4. Include green infrastructure plans and watershed inventories with recommended actions for 
preserving natural floodplains, in order to maximize the number of CRS credits earned. MEDIUM

5. Incorporate the projections of future flood hazards and risks from sea level rise and 
changing precipitation patterns into the Floodplain Management Plan. MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction: By creating a Floodplain Management Plan the City can align and 

prioritize flood hazard mitigation projects and ensure that available funding is dedicated 
to projects that will provide the greatest return on investment through flood risk reduction 
benefits.

● Administrative: The City would utilize a Floodplain Management Plan to both inform and 
enhance the comprehensive planning process, viewing the document as an integral component 
to the Comprehensive Plan. However, the creation of a Floodplain Management Plan would be yet 
another planning process for the City to undertake and keep updated, requiring significant time 
and capacity commitment. As an alternative, the City could explore opportunities to combine a 
Floodplain Management Plan with other planning processes, while also ensuring that the FEMA 
10-step process is followed so that the City can earn CRS credit. 

● CRS: The City can earn up to 382 points for developing a Floodplain Management Plan that 
conforms to the 10 steps laid out in the CRS Coordinator’s Manual. Additional points can be 
earned for assessing repetitive loss areas (Activity 512.b, 140 points) and natural floodplain 
function (Activity 512.c, 100 points). A floodplain management plan is a requirement for 
communities with more than 50 repetitive loss properties (Virginia Beach has over 600); however, 
the HMP is eligible to serve as a floodplain management plan for CRS purposes so long as 
flooding is a hazard addressed.

GOAL #2: Enhance the Flood Resilience of Critical Infrastructure and 
Transportation Systems and Invest in Capital Improvements to Reduce 
Community Flood Risk
The City will need to make investments to retrofit or replace existing infrastructure systems to 
withstand current and future flood risks. Incorporating future flood risks into capital investment 
decision-making will ensure that the City is building wisely to account for future risks, and proactively 
making investments to reduce vulnerability for residents and businesses. 
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Critical infrastructure resilience should be 
undertaken as a multi-jurisdictional effort. 
Virginia Beach is dependent on the City of 
Norfolk for public utilities such as drinking 
Water and Hampton Roads Sanitation District 
(HRSD) for sanitary sewer treatment. Impacts 
to critical infrastructure outside of city 
limits would have a direct impact on the 
reliability and operation of Virginia Beach’s 
water and sanitary sewer systems. Although 
the City does not have direct control over 
this infrastructure, coordination should be 
undertaken to understand how these entities 
are incorporating sea level rise adaptation 
into infrastructure management. 

City agencies and departments can align 
funding to implement projects that will 
deliver multiple benefits or multi-objective 
flood management. For example, large-scale deployment of green infrastructure across City lands 
and in rights-of-way can both reduce flood risks for neighborhoods, while also improving water and 
air quality. Addressing community flood risks with green and grey infrastructure projects will produce 
significant cost-savings from avoided losses over the useful design life of public facilities. 

Goal #2 Strategy
Incorporate sea level rise projections and increasing flood risk into the design of new capital 
improvement projects, the retrofit of existing infrastructure, and the maintenance and operations of all 
city-owned assets by 2050. The following objectives and accompanying action items will help the City 
enhance the flood resilience of infrastructure and transportation systems. 

Objective 2.1: Capital Improvement Planning and Budgeting
The City should integrate the proposed recommendations in the CSLRRF Study, when they are made 
available, into the Capital Improvement Program (CIP) to facilitate prioritization and budgetary planning 
in the context of overall City infrastructure requirements.

Objective 2.1 Overview
The City develops a six-year CIP to define public infrastructure needs and priorities, and plan funding 
for the acquisition, construction, expansion, maintenance, rehabilitation, and upgrade of public 
infrastructure. The plan allows for budgeting of public dollars and assessment of impacts of proposed 
capital projects to the City’s operating budget. The CIP document also serves to communicate 
City Council priorities to the public, especially when the priorities relate to large-cost, long-term 
improvements. 

Action Items
In order to adopt more comprehensive practices for considering sea level rise impacts in its CIP 
planning and budgeting processes, the City should:

Figure 15: Virginia Beach Highway System.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN AND BUDGET ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Communicate CSLRRF infrastructure budgetary requirements and anticipated timelines to 
City Council and encourage adoption of the CSLRRF as an essential element to the Capital 
Improvement Plan.

HIGH

2. Initiate integration of high-priority, short-term infrastructure projects identified by the 
CSLRRF into the adoption process for the CIP. HIGH

3. Take advantage of 406 Public Assistance Mitigation Funding following disaster declarations 
to help finance, rebuild, and retrofit capital improvements. HIGH

4. Initiate budgetary planning processes for recommended infrastructure strategies 
highlighted in the CSLRRF. 

Identify elements that can be adopted into the CIP under current fiscal conditions, and 
elements that would require additional funding and/or cost-sharing from external 
stakeholders. (See Objective 2.8) 

MED-HIGH

5. Ensure the City’s long-term budget allocates funding for design, construction, and 
maintenance of capital improvement projects needed to reduce flood risks for communities 
and critical infrastructure outside of those highlighted in the CSLRRF.

MED-HIGH

6. Quantify the pre- and post-construction flood protection level for all affected structures 
(including residential) for funded CIPs. MED-HIGH

7. Re-evaluate existing projects and associated costs for design and/or cost adjustments to 
incorporate the identified future changes to flood hazards. MEDIUM

8. Ensure the City’s budget allocates funding for long-term maintenance, retrofits, or 
relocation of City existing facilities that may be affected by sea level rise. MEDIUM

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction and Losses Avoided: Investments in flood control structures can reduce 

flood risks for neighborhoods and critical facilities, as determined by the City of Virginia Beach 
Office of Emergency Management, creating cost savings from losses avoided during extreme 
storm events. Investments in retrofitting existing infrastructure to enhance flood resilience can 
ensure that critical facilities stay online during a disaster event and the critical services can be 
maintained.

● Environmental: When making investments in flood control structures, the City should consider 
the environmental impacts to coastal ecosystems and balance those impacts when evaluating 
which projects to select for funding and determine how to mitigate environmental impacts of 
flood control projects.

● Social: In determining where to build new flood control structures, the City should use 
socioeconomic indicators to ensure that investments are reducing risks for vulnerable populations 
most at-risk to impacts from flooding.

● Historic and Cultural Resources: The City should utilize spatial distribution and GIS data to 
ensure that high-risk historical and cultural resources are protected from sea level rise and the 
impacts of flooding.

● Funding: The costs to retrofit and maintain existing infrastructure and build new infrastructure 
to protect against future sea level rise will be considerable. In determining how to allocate scarce 
City resources the City will also need to consider the costs of funding the increasing maintenance 
needs of existing infrastructure along with new investments in stormwater management and 
flood control. The City will need to prioritize investments that will provide the greatest return on 
investment and will need to ensure that the long-term costs of operations and maintenance are 
accounted for. (See Objective 2.7.)
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● Legal: Flood control projects can take many years to fund and permit, therefore the City will need 
to simultaneously evaluate short-term flood risk reduction strategies for neighborhoods that may 
benefit from future, longer-term flood protection projects.

● CRS Benefits: Capital projects that protect private structures are eligible for CRS points as long 
as steps are taken to quantify pre- and post-construction flood protection levels for all impacted 
structures. Communities can receive up to 2,250 points by removing buildings (including critical 
facilities, severe repetitive loss properties, repetitive loss properties, and buildings in Zone V or 
Coastal A) from the regulatory floodplain (Activity 520). Flood protection projects, which could 
serve to protect critical facilities, can earn up to 1,600 points (Activity 530). 

Objective 2.2: Transportation Planning and Management
Assess the vulnerability of critical transportation routes 
and identify strategies for adapting roads and bridges 
for flood risks. 

Objective 2.2 Overview
Currently there is no systematic program or review 
process for making decisions about how to retrofit, 
maintain, or build new roads while accounting for and 
protecting against increased coastal and interior flooding 
risks.

Action Items
The City should ensure that the Long Range 
Transportation Plan incorporates consideration of sea 
level rise:

TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND MANAGMENT ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Use the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data to update the 
vulnerability assessment for transportation routes, especially critical evacuation routes, for 
sea level rise, storm surges, and interior flooding (See Objective 1.3).

HIGH

2. Ensure that adaptation options for transportation systems are also incorporated in the City’s 
Comprehensive Plan and the Capital Improvement Plan. HIGH

3. Ensure that future road and bridge construction considers sea level rise projections and 
prioritizes flood protection when designing the infrastructure. MEDIUM

4. Assess all planned or approved road projects against the most recent sea level rise, 
precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and analyses, as well as the preferred flood risk 
management solutions (where roads may be used as a flood control structure) and identify 
and implement any needed changes to the project design and/or budget.

MED-LOW

5. Identify strategies for maintaining access along critical evacuation routes during extreme 
storm events with consideration of future sea level rise and precipitation changes (See 
Objective 1.3).

MED-LOW

6. Evaluate future waterway clearance for bridges based on sea level rise projections to ensure 
adequate clearance for recreational and commercial vessels. MED-LOW

Figure 16: A high water sign warning of floodwaters 
in Virginia Beach.
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TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND MANAGMENT ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

7. Evaluate elevation and realignment strategies for roads and bridges that already experience 
nuisance flooding and that may become regularly or permanently flooded in the near future. 

Determine options for maintaining access for homes and businesses serviced by roads and 
bridges that may potentially be phased out.

MED-LOW

8. Evaluate and incorporate necessary improvements, such as drainage and elevation, to 
enhance flood resiliency of critical transportation routes.

Ensure military access to critical transportation routes, as identified by the Hampton Roads 
Region – Norfolk and Virginia Beach Joint Land Use Study (JLUS).

MED-LOW

9. Develop asset-management planning policies for transportation systems that account for 
sea level rise and increased flooding, while prioritizing adaptation projects based upon the 
roadway’s criticality, life cycle, and vulnerability.

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Losses avoided: By making proactive investments to retrofit transportation infrastructure, the 

City can reduce damages to roadways and bridges and ensure that critical roadways continue to 
be accessible during storm events, thereby also reducing public safety response costs.

● Safety: By proactively addressing flood risks to critical access routes, the City can ensure that 
roadways remain accessible during storm events for evacuations and emergency response.

● Environmental: By integrating green infrastructure solutions along City rights-of-way, the City 
can reduce the vulnerability of these roads to flooding and improve accessibility during storm 
events.

● Funding: Retrofitting roadways, bridges and culverts will take large amounts of capital. The City 
needs to incorporate these costs into their financial planning and explore options to fund these 
actions.

● Legal: The City may have a duty to maintain access for homeowners and businesses, therefore 
when assessing roadways that may need to be phased out due to increasing nuisance flooding 
and impassable conditions, the City should consider alternative access routes and realignment 
strategies.

Objective 2.3: Asset Management Planning
Develop asset management plans for critical assets. 

Objective 2.3 Overview
Critical assets are assets such as infrastructure, systems, 
or networks, which if incapacitated or destroyed, would 
have a detrimental impact on the City of Virginia Beach 
and the function of the City’s operations as a whole. 
The City manages an extensive array of assets including 
all City-owned facilities as well as roadways, bridges, 
curbs, gutters, sidewalks, stormwater pipes, swales, 
roadside and off-road ditches, public beaches, and traffic 
lights and signs. Many of these assets are critical for the 
functioning and success of the City, and are increasingly 
vulnerable as flooding has increased within Virginia 
Beach.

Figure 17: Blackwater Fire Station in Virginia Beach.
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Asset management plans for critical assets should account for potential threats, such as sea level rise 
and recurring flooding, over the useful life of the asset or system, and at this time, the City does not 
implement individualized asset management plans for specific facilities or systems. 

This objective pertains to all city-owned infrastructure and facilities, other than transportation which is covered in 
Objective 2.2. 

Action Items
To facilitate asset management planning for critical assets, the City should:

ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Factor in the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and 
analyses into new and existing capital projects. HIGH

2. Incorporate the siting of new facilities outside of high risk areas. HIGH

3. Explore the option of retrofitting, relocating, or replacing existing facilities that are 
vulnerable to sea level rise and flooding risks. HIGH

4. Develop criteria for prioritizing investments to reduce flood risks to vulnerable assets, 
including additional infrastructure maintenance, improvements, retrofits, relocation, or 
other adaptation options.

MED-HIGH

5. Evaluate disinvestment as a strategy to phase out assets and facilities in highly flood-prone 
areas where repetitive flood damages and increasing maintenance costs may make it more 
cost effective to relocate the facility.

MEDIUM

Benefits and Considerations
● Cost Benefit: Prioritizing and managing critical assets to avoid losses from sea level rise and storm events 

can lead to considerable cost savings for the City in both the near- and long-term

● Legal: There is a potential for legal repercussions regarding the level of service agreements and 
abandonment of infrastructure.

● CRS: Flood protection projects, which could serve to protect assets, can earn up to 1,600 points (Activity 
530). Communities can receive up to 2,250 points by removing buildings (including critical facilities, 
severe repetitive loss properties, repetitive loss properties, and buildings in Zone V or Coastal A) from the 
regulatory floodplain (Activity 520).

Objective 2.4: Stormwater Planning and Management
Develop a plan for prioritizing investments in stormwater 
management facilities (including both grey and green 
infrastructure) and agreements for coordinating investments 
and maintenance across City agencies and departments. 

Objective 2.4 Overview
Virginia Beach is preparing a new Stormwater Master 
Plan, which will address projected sea level rise and 
potential changes in precipitation patterns. The 
Stormwater Master Plan will update the City’s 31 
Drainage Basin Models, include preliminary drainage 
analysis, and identify future capital drainage projects. 
These models are scheduled for completion by the end 
of August 2019. This data, in conjunction with the most 

Figure 18: Virginia Beach prepares its stormwater 
system for the impact of Hurricane Florence. 
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recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data, will help to inform the City of inland 
flood risks and set priority areas for further research focus and funding allocation. 

The Virginia Beach Public Works Department has been investing in stormwater management facilities in 
order to meet the City’s goals to promote effective stormwater management and improve water quality. 
These investments encompass a diverse mix of both grey and green infrastructure projects, including 
general drainage improvements, pump stations, tide gates, and storm drains, permeable pavers, and 
bioretention areas. 

Action Items
To facilitate broad deployment of stormwater management practices across agencies and departments 
the City should:

STORMWATER PLAN AND MANAGEMENT ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Formally adopt the most recent findings regarding sea level rise estimates and increased 
rainfall provisions into the stormwater design requirements and fully integrate these 
considerations into stormwater management and design practice.

HIGH

2. Consider incentives, such as reduced stormwater fees, for residential properties that reduce 
impervious surface coverage or install green infrastructure features above and beyond BPM 
or other requirements.9

MED-HIGH

3. Establish an interagency green infrastructure working group to review existing and future 
capital improvement projects and identify opportunities to integrate green infrastructure 
practices into projects.

MED-HIGH

4. Preserve existing tree canopy, encourage re-introduction of tree canopy into existing 
development, where feasible, and set minimum canopy requirements for new development 
in the City’s green infrastructure planning documents, recognizing the role that forests can 
play in flood mitigation. 

Implement the recommendations proposed in the Urban Forest Management Plan, and 
improve recognition of the benefits of urban forest in mitigation of flooding.

MED-HIGH

5. Complete an assessment of relative flood risk from stormwater drainage issues due to 
future losses from sea level rise to inform capital improvement. MEDIUM

6. Explore expanding the current green infrastructure policy for new school construction, 
which requires the result of a 10 year storm to be retained on site, to all newly constructed 
City facilities. 

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Co-benefits: Green infrastructure reduces and filters stormwater runoff thereby improving water 

quality, recharging the water table, reducing risks of saltwater intrusion, improving air quality, 
and providing public health benefits. 

● Costs: Agencies will need to consider and budget for costs of long-term maintenance and upkeep 
of green and gray stormwater management features and develop agreements detailing who will 
maintain and fund the maintenance of these systems. Green infrastructure projects can be a more 
cost-effective and expeditious solution for improving stormwater infrastructure while larger, more 
costly gray stormwater projects are being designed, funded, and constructed.

● CRS: There is potential for CRS credits, but this would depend on the policy changes made in 
regards to stormwater management (Activity 450). Points are available if development is regulated 
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to ensure that peak flow of stormwater runoff from a site will not exceed the pre-development 
runoff, if development and redevelopment is regulated according to a watershed management 
master plan, erosion and sediment control, and water quality improvements. The City already 
receives points for Stormwater Management and is working to incorporate CRS requirements into 
the new Master Drainage Plan to maximize points received.

Objective 2.5: Back-Up Power and Microgrids
Continue investments in back-up power for City-owned facilities, especially critical facilities. Explore 
opportunities to invest in microgrids to increase the overall resilience of the City and reduce 
dependence upon the electrical grid during flood or other hazard events.

Objective 2.5 Overview
The City has taken proactive steps to ensure that city-owned facilities remain operational during power 
outages. High-risk sanitary sewer pump stations rely on diesel and natural gas powered generators, or 
are equipped with quick-connects and automatic transfer switches for portable generators, or diesel 
bypass pumps. The City has also ensured that the potable water stations are increasingly resilient, 
equipping all but one with diesel back-up generators. The City should continue these efforts, creating 
redundancy in their systems and ensuring critical facilities remain operational during power outages. 

In addition to traditional back-up power systems, the City should explore alternative energy sources 
such as microgrids. A microgrid is a local energy grid with control capability, which means it can 
disconnect from the traditional grid and operate independently of the grid. A microgrid can be 
powered by distributed generators, batteries, and/or renewable resources like solar energy. The 
City should explore opportunities to invest in microgrids in an effort to provide independent, 
environmentally friendly, back-up power to the City.

Action Items
To ensure that City facilities can remain operational during power outages and flood events, the City 
should:

BACK-UP POWER AND MICROGRID ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Explore providing back-up generators to all City sanitary sewer pump stations MED-LOW
2. Invest in back-up power systems for critical infrastructure and city-owned facilities, where 

cost effective. MED-LOW

3. Explore opportunities to provide grants or loans to utilities or private owners of critical 
facilities (such as hospitals, emergency shelters, and senior citizen centers) to support 
private investments in back-up power. 

MED-LOW

4. In concert with Dominion Energy, explore investment in microgrids to increase overall grid 
resilience. MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Safety: Back-up power will improve the City’s ability to maintain services during power outages, 

enhancing the City’s ability to protect residents and lowering response costs during emergencies.

● Cost: Hazard mitigation assistance grant funding is available to help fund generator purchases 
for critical facilities, helping to offset costs. Microgrids are often built using renewable energy 
with back-up batteries. While renewable power sources reduce overall energy costs for facilities, 
the batteries needed to ensure power supply during power outages can be expensive, although 
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prices are coming down as technologies improve.

● Legal: Microgrids have the potential to raise legal questions, particularly regarding the 
relationship between microgrids, their operators, and existing regulated utilities that will need to 
be navigated if the City decides to use microgrids for public or private facilities. 

Objective 2.6: Engage with Private Utility and Service Providers 
Cooperate with private utilities, telecommunications and broadband firms, healthcare providers, and 
private schools to enhance the resilience of critical infrastructure that affects overall city resilience, but 
is not owned and controlled by the City.

Objective 2.6 Overview
The City should continue to engage with private utility providers such as Dominion Energy, Virginia 
Natural Gas, Cox Communications, Lumos Network, and Verizon in an effort to promote resilience 
among critical infrastructure that the City does not own and maintain. The City should communicate 
the findings of the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and research, 
and provide these resources to private providers. In addition, the City should also continue to engage 
stakeholders such as private healthcare and education providers, helping them to understand potential 
vulnerabilities and supporting the development of contingency plans to address increasing flood risks. 

Action Items
To encourage private owners of critical facilities and key resources to enhance flood resilience, the City 
should:

PRIVATE UTILITY AND SERVICE PROVIDERS ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Share the results of the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding 
data and research with private utilities and private service providers (See Objective 6.3) and 
execute a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in which they recognize their risk to sea 
level rise and pledge to incorporate sea level rise considerations into their continuity and 
asset management planning.

MED-HIGH

2. Continue to encourage private utilities and service providers to engage with the City on 
issues related to sea level rise and increased flooding events through their participation 
in working groups and inclusion as stakeholders in City decision-making and planning 
processes. 

MED-HIGH

Benefits and Considerations
● Legal: The City has no authority to require private utilities to retrofit assets to enhance resilience, 

therefore the City will need to work cooperatively with utilities and other service providers to 
ensure that owners and operators are making needed investments to retrofit and maintain 
systems needed to support the City’s overall resilience.

Objective 2.7: Funding and Financing for Capital Improvements
Fund and finance the required investment in capital projects to reduce risks from sea level rise and 
increasing flood variability. 

Objective 2.7 Overview
The City should continue to utilize financing mechanisms that have proven successful in the past, 
such as general obligation and revenue bonds, while continuing to expand their repertoire to utilize 
new funding streams to finance capital improvements. (See Objective 3.5 and 4.2 for information on 
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additional funding and financing tactics.)

Action Items
In order to raise additional revenue and reallocate revenue streams to support resilience investments, 
the City should:

FUNDING AND FINANCING FOR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Consider issuing Revenue and/or General Obligation bonds to support capital needs for 
resilience investment. HIGH

2. Utilize the Virginia Coastal Resilience Master Plan to help identify potential funding sources 
such as planning grants, FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grants, Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grants, 
Flood Mitigation Assistance Grants, and others.

HIGH

3. Explore offering incentives (in the form of reduced stormwater fees) for commercial 
property owners, as stormwater fees are established that reduce impervious surfaces on a 
lot, above minimum requirements.

MED-HIGH

4. Explore alternative bonding and financing mechanisms for major reslience infrastructure 
projects, such as catastrophe, resilience, or social impact bonds. While the City’s AAA-
rating suggests that Revenue and General Obligation bonds provide low financing rates and 
are an accessible form of new capital, new mechanisms may provide unique opportunities in 
the future as resilience capital needs increase.

MEDIUM

5. Explore the use of VDOT funds to help fund retrofits and the raising of roads, bridges and 
multi-modal transportation routes that are highly vulnerable to sea-level rise. MEDIUM

6. Consider reallocating specific tax revenue or revenue from non-obligated funds to finance 
flood and sea level rise resilience projects. MEDIUM

7. Explore innovative ways to incorporate flood and sea level rise resilience into projects that 
are already planned and budgeted from committed City funds. MEDIUM

8. Consider combination of revenue-generating amenities, such as parking facilities, 
with flood resilience infrastructure investments that improve drainage and stormwater 
management.

MEDIUM

9. Explore creation of a maximum impervious surface area requirement for all zoning districts. LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Legal: Financing strategies must be consistent with delegations of authority to cities under the 

Virginia Code. Alternative financing mechanisms will only be available to the City provided that 
the City has not exceeded its municipal debt limit.

● Costs: The transaction costs on a number of innovative financial mechanisms, such as resilience 
bonds or social impact bonds, are very high and require specific expertise during structuring, 
issuance, and monitoring.
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GOAL #3: Enhance the Flood Resilience of Buildings and 
Neighborhoods
The 2016 Virginia Beach Housing Needs Assessment, Market Analysis, and Re-Investment Study 
determined that half of the housing stock in Virginia Beach was built in the 1970s and 1980s, and 
therefore numerous structures in and around the City may need to be improved and/or redeveloped 
over the next decade. This presents an opportunity for the City to ensure that as the housing stock 
transitions, redeveloped structures are designed, sited, and constructed to be more resilient to the 
future flood risks as detailed by the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding 
data and research. Virginia Beach has a unique opportunity to not only enhance community resilience, 
but also to streamline City administrative processes to make it easier for developers and City officials 
to follow and apply City ordinances and codes. 

Goal #3 Strategy
Utilize the findings of the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and 
research to bolster the Virginia Beach community against the threat of sea level rise, increasing the 
resilience of neighborhoods across the City by 2080. The following objectives and accompanying 
action items will help the City enhance the overall resilience of buildings and neighborhoods within 
Virginia Beach.

Objective 3.1: Land Use Ordinances and Regulations
Comprehensively revise the City’s land use codes and policies to incorporate flood resilience principles 
and ensure consistency and uniformity across codes. Require developers applying for conditional 
rezoning and conditional use permits for new development and redevelopment projects to utilize 
resilient design practices that account for the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent 
flooding projections data and research.

Objective 3.1 Overview
Existing inconsistencies between City codes and ordinances make it difficult for developers to comply 
with land use requirements and creates obstacles for City officials to review and issue development 
permits. Many of the City ordinances have not been updated since 1988 and a comprehensive update 
at this time, to both streamline permitting and integrate resilience considerations, would provide flood 
risk reduction benefits as well as administrative efficiencies.

The City currently lacks consideration requirements pertaining to sea level rise and flood vulnerability 
in its conditional rezoning, conditional use permitting, or the site plan review processes. While some 
flood-related information is asked for in site plan submissions (such as estimates of stormwater 
management costs, identification of drainage flows, and landscape designs), current code does not 
require applicants to consider the future conditions due to sea level rise and changing precipitation 
patterns. 

Action Items
In updating the City’s land use codes and policies the City should: 
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LAND USE ORDINANCE AND REGULATION ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Provide specific guidance to developers on the sea level rise and precipitation projections 
that should be considered to assess the flood risks to the project. Flood risk should 
be considered in terms of the project’s design life, density, and permitted uses (with 
requirements to consider more precautionary scenarios for denser projects or project with 
more intense uses).

HIGH

2. Provide specific example mitigation measures that developers could incorporate into the 
project design to reduce flood risks to the project (e.g., green stormwater management 
practices, floodproofing measures, preservation of natural flood buffers, back-up power or 
microgrids). 

HIGH

3. Create incentives to encourage increased density development in Strategic Growth Areas 
(SGAs). MED-HIGH

4. Update the City’s land use codes and policies to include development requirements that 
take into consideration the most recent sea level rise projections, changes in precipitation, 
and increased flood risk. 

MEDIUM

5. Ensure consistency and uniformity across codes, including the city’s zoning, floodplain, 
stormwater, subdivision, site plan ordinances, and associated policies and public works 
standards.

MEDIUM

6. Recognize both short- and long-term flood risk in the Resort SGA and integrate either 
site plan adjustments or flood protection infrastructure improvements to protect existing, 
planned, and future development. 

MEDIUM

7. Recognize long-term flood risk in Pembroke SGA and integrate either site plan adjustments 
or flood protection infrastructure improvements to protect existing, planned, and future 
development.

MEDIUM

8. Explore the expansion of the building height limitations in the Zoning Ordinance 
for developers that are developing new construction above the minimum freeboard 
requirement.

MEDIUM

Benefits and Considerations
● Administrative: A comprehensive rewrite of City ordinances and land use policies will help the 

City consistently incorporate considerations of future flood risks across land use regulations.

● Cost: A comprehensive code update will require a significant investment of City resources. 
However, increased efficiencies for developers and City officials would create longer-term 
administrative cost savings and could spur economic development in the City by making it easier 
to comply with land use rules.

Objective 3.2: Floodplain Regulations
Amend the City’s floodplain ordinance to ensure that private development is designed and sited to be 
more resilient to future flood risks. 

Objective 3.2 Overview
Virginia Beach’s Floodplain ordinance, Appendix K, currently applies to the 100-year floodplain (1% 
annual chance floodplain or SFHA)10 and the City currently imposes a two-foot freeboard requirement 
for residential structures. Non-residential structures within the SFHA can choose between meeting the 
freeboard requirement or floodproofing. Currently, most meet the freeboard rather than choosing to 
floodproof. 

Current code allows owners of buildings substantially damaged or destroyed in a non-flood event 
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to obtain administrative approval to build back to the freeboard level (or design flood elevation) in 
effect when the building was originally constructed.11 Additionally, owners only need to rebuild to 
higher standards when the structure is substantially damaged (greater than 50 percent) or is being 
“substantially improved.”12 The City’s FIRMs identify the Limit of Moderate Wave Action (LiMWA) 
delineating areas expected to receive 1.5-foot or greater breaking waves during the 1% annual chance 
flood event (Coastal A-Zones), but the City’s current floodplain ordinance does not specify the LiMWA 
as a separate floodplain district, distinct from lower-risk SFHAs. FEMA recommends that cities apply 
higher design standards to areas subject to wave action (i.e., applying V-Zone standards in Coastal 
A-Zones). 

Although Virginia Beach currently limits or restricts fill in Zones V and VE of the SFHA, as well as in 
designated portions in the Rural Area, the City could consider expanding the limitations to other areas 
vulnerable to flooding. Within the Rural Area, the City has prohibited the construction of residential 
dwellings on newly created lots within the regulatory 100-year floodplain. (See VB Code. App. K, § 
4.10.)

Action Items
In updating the City’s floodplain ordinance, the following policies should be adopted to ensure that 
new development and redevelopment is designed and sited to account for future risks from sea level 
rise:

FLOODPLAIN REGULATION ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Increase building elevation requirements (i.e., freeboard) to 3 feet above base flood 
elevations for new and “substantially improved” structures or to a future design flood 
elevation based upon the risks as detailed by the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, 
and recurrent flooding data and research.

Ensure that design flood elevations are specified in the CSLRRF, when complete, so that they 
can be utilized by developers and regulators to determine appropriate building elevation 
requirements.

HIGH

2. Require mechanical and electrical systems to be elevated to design flood elevation (with 
additional freeboard). HIGH

3. Expand the additional height allowance for buildings outside the Special Flood Hazard Area 
where property owners are seeking to elevate structures to reduce flood risks. HIGH

4. Restrict new critical facilities in the 500-year floodplain (or future floodplain), where 
feasible. Where infeasible, require structures to be designed and sited to be resilient to 
impacts based upon the projected sea level rise scenarios.

MED-HIGH

5. Explore financing mechanisms to fund and/or offset the costs to acquire or buy-out 
repetitive loss properties and properties that are vulnerable to rising sea levels and 
changing precipitation patterns. In addition, the City should utilize grant programs from 
both FEMA and HUD to help finance buy-outs of vulnerable properties.

MED-HIGH

6. Expand and redefine the “regulatory floodplain” (i.e. the area where floodplain regulations 
apply) to address known limitations in the existing Flood Insurance Study (i.e., Southern 
Watershed), and/or to accommodate future conditions by using the existing 500-year 
floodplain or a “future 100-yr floodplain” as delineated by the most recent sea level rise, 
precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and research.

MEDIUM
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FLOODPLAIN REGULATION ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

7. Explore zoning incentives (e.g., density bonuses) for development projects that preserve 
open space in areas vulnerable to flooding, enhance stormwater management on site, or 
add additional resilient design features (e.g., elevation above minimum requirements or 
back-up power).

MEDIUM

8. Explore the benefits of restricting fill in riverine or other portions of the newly defined 
regulatory floodplain.13 MEDIUM

9. Eliminate variances that allow owners of buildings or structures “substantially damaged” 
by causes other than floods to build back to historic rather than current freeboard 
requirements.14

MEDIUM

10. Require structures to be brought up to code using a cumulative “substantial damage” and 
“substantial improvement” standards. MEDIUM

11. Designate a “Coastal A-Zone” and, in accordance with the 2015 Virginia Unified State 
Building Code (VAUSBC), apply V-Zone building requirements to new and substantially 
improved structures in Coastal A-Zones.15

MEDIUM

12. Require landowners to record acknowledgment of flood risk when issuing a permit for 
redevelopment/new development in a flood hazard area. MEDIUM

13. Encourage mitigation reconstruction, second story conversion, first floor abandonment, 
and elevation of highly vulnerable properties through FEMA grant programs and other 
alternative funding mechanisms.

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction Benefits: Floodplain regulations will ensure that as the City’s housing 

stock is updated and properties are redeveloped, future flood risks and sea level rise will be 
accounted for. Elevating structures and mechanical equipment can significantly reduce damage 
to structures in the event of flooding. Similarly, hardening structures in Coastal A-Zones will 
reduce risks posed by extreme storm events and storm surge.

Objective 3.3: Community Rating System:
Join the CRS, a flood insurance discount program offered through the NFIP for communities that adopt 
more robust floodplain management practices. 

Objective 3.3 Overview
Virginia Beach is actively developing an application to participate in the CRS program, leveraging its 
freeboard standard, preserved open space, and the regional Hazard Mitigation Plan. Many of the action 
items highlighted within this document will enable the City earn points under the CRS. By developing 
a GIS tool, adopting an updated floodplain ordinance, and preserving the floodplain as undeveloped 
open space, the City can earn substantial points in the CRS program leading to discounts for residents 
and businesses on their flood insurance premiums.

Action Items
The City should pursue CRS accreditation with FEMA through the following actions:

COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Complete the CRS Application and gain acceptance into the CRS Program. HIGH

2. Document all potential points earned with more robust floodplain management practices. MED-HIGH
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COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

3. Identify the future practices that could be incrementally adopted to increase the City’s 
ranking under the CRS and earn resident’s additional flood-premium discounts. MED-HIGH

4. Communicate class ranking and savings to City Council and residents, as well as steps 
needed to progress to higher class levels with larger discounts. MED-HIGH

5. Incorporate necessary GIS data needed for earning points under the CRS into a GIS portal 
(See Objective 1.4). MEDIUM

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction: The CRS program rewards communities for adopting practices that 

tangibly reduce flood risks and therefore potential flood insurance claims. By adopting the 
practices credited under the CRS, the City will be reducing physical risks and flood insurance 
premiums for residents and businesses. Participation in the CRS program will also ensure 
sustained commitment for floodplain management practices, because to maintain the insurance 
discounts that flow from the CRS participation, the City will have to maintain compliance with the 
program.

● Economic: By participating in the CRS, the City will earn flood insurance premium discounts for 
residents and businesses, which will enhance their economic resilience and reduce the housing 
cost burden for residents. These economic benefits can also translate to public support for CRS 
participation and floodplain management policies.

● Administration: Completing the application process and maintaining compliance with the CRS 
program requires a significant commitment of staff time. Additional resources will be needed to 
improve class ranking and achieve greater discounts for residents.

Objective 3.4: Setbacks and Buffers
Expand waterfront setbacks for new development and reconstruction after major flood events to 
address increasing flood risk from sea level rise to waterfront properties, where lot sizes permit.

Objective 3.4 Overview
Virginia Beach evaluates development encroachments within the Chesapeake Bay and the Southern 
Rivers Management Area designated buffers. 

Action Items
The City should evaluate waterfront setback requirements to:

SETBACK AND BUFFER ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Encourage maintenance of natural flood buffers or use of living shoreline approaches for 
managing erosion, where feasible (See Objective 5.2).

HIGH

2. Apply setbacks and buffers to new development and reconstruction of existing structures 
abutting wetlands, streams, or the oceanfront, where lot sizes can accommodate additional 
setbacks.

MEDIUM

3. Evaluate the feasibility of designating Virginia Beach as an Intensely Developed Area (IDA) to 
enable reset setbacks and buffers based on sea level rise projections.

MEDIUM

4. Establish a mechanism to use rolling easements to limit new development and 
redevelopment in areas vulnerable to sea level rise.

MED-LOW
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SETBACK AND BUFFER ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

5. Setbacks and buffers should be established based upon projected inundation from sea 
level rise and erosion rates over the design life of the structure or applying a “maximum 
practicable setback.” 

The maximum practicable setback should require that structures be set back as far 
landward or upland on a lot as possible to maximize protection from flooding and erosion.

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Administrative/Legal: Because the City is already built out in many waterfront areas, changing 

setbacks will be difficult outside of redevelopment or reconstruction after a major disaster event. In 
establishing setback requirements, the City should consider lot sizes, projected erosion rates, and 
lands that will become submerged over the useful design life of a structure to maintain buildable 
space on lots (and to avoid prohibiting all development on parcels or requiring variances).

Objective 3.5: Tax and Financial Incentives for Homeowners
Develop a grant or loan program to provide financial assistance to private property owners to support 
flood retrofits, including elevation and mitigation reconstruction. Enhance programs that provide tax 
incentives to property owners that invest in flood resilience above minimum requirements. 

Objective 3.5 Overview
Tax and financial incentives are proven methods with which to encourage and support homeowners to 
undertake mitigation efforts. The City should consider how investments in supporting infrastructure 
(roads, sewers, etc.) can be designed to accommodate changing flood conditions over the useful design 
life of large-scale development projects in the region. 

Action Items
To support flood retrofits for homes and buildings, the City should develop a grant16 and/or loan 
program, in addition to offering tax incentives in the form of rebates, exemptions, or discounts to 
property owners:

TAX AND FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR HOMEOWNERS ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Maintain regulatory consistency with the Virginia Shoreline Resiliency Fund, in order that 
once funds are made available, Virginia Beach can utilize the funding.

MED-HIGH

2. Preserve wetlands, riparian buffers, or coastal properties through permanent conservation 
easements.17 Work with willing landowners to acquire conservation easements to priority 
lands to qualify property owners for tax credits. 

MED-HIGH

3. Work with other partners (e.g., The Nature Conservancy or land trust) to leverage additional 
funds to compensate landowners for dedicated conservation easements. 

MED-HIGH

4. Provide financial assistance to private property owners to support flood retrofits including 
elevation (for residential structures), floodproofing (for non-residential structures), 
mitigation-reconstruction, stormwater management, and green infrastructure retrofits.

MEDIUM

5. Provide financial incentives to property owners of historic buildings and sites for mitigation 
of flooding and sea level rise threats.

MED-LOW

6. Include notice about use-value assessment benefits18 with local property tax assessment 
bills, and promote use-value assessment benefits to landowners with undeveloped lands in 
floodplains.

MED-LOW
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Benefits and Considerations
● Legal: The scope of the City’s authority to offer loans under the Virginia Shoreline Resiliency Fund 

will depend on the guidelines developed by the Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) 
as required by the law. Specifically, once finalized, the DCR guidelines may limit uses of the funds 
for stormwater management or demolition and rebuild projects. Wetlands or riparian buffers 
subject to perpetual easements that allow inundation are considered a separate class of property 
under state law. Localities may adopt ordinances to fully or partially exempt property covered by an 
easement. Approved living shorelines are also entitled to a full exemption from property taxes.

Objective 3.6: Subdivision Regulations
Review subdivision regulations for the potential to further limit new subdivisions in vulnerable areas, 
require clustering of development outside the floodplain, and preserve open space. 

Objective 3.6 Overview
The City’s subdivision amendment in the Code of Ordinances was passed in 1970, and should be 
updated to address new threats to the development of the community. Sea level rise and increased 
flooding in the City should be written into the ordinance, ensuring that new development must take 
into account the increased vulnerability.

Action Items
The City should amend its subdivision requirements to address the following:

SUBDIVISION REGULATION ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. The city should continue to limit the creation of new residential properties in areas subject 
to flooding, as well as areas subject to future sea level rise and changing precipitation 
patterns.

HIGH

2. Ensure that all proposals provide for adequate drainage with consideration of future sea 
level rise and precipitation changes for the site.

HIGH

3. Include sea level rise projections in addition to flood zones, BFEs, and flood depth damage 
data in subdivision / site plans.

HIGH

4. Delineate natural resource areas and physical features that will be preserved to maintain 
habitats, ecosystems, or to provide natural flood buffers.

HIGH

5. Require that lots have buildable area above the base flood elevation, have dryland access, 
and meet “higher standards” than those prescribed in the building code or floodplain 
ordinance, as described in Department of Conservation and Recreation guidance for local 
floodplain ordinances. 

MED-HIGH

6. Ensure that public roadways are located and constructed to minimize flood damage and to 
maintain accessibility with 3 feet of additional sea level rise.

MEDIUM

7. Ensure that all public utilities and facilities in new subdivisions (such as sewer gas, 
electrical, and water systems) be located and constructed to minimize vulnerability to 
flooding.

MED-LOW

8. Maximize setbacks in waterfront subdivisions (See Objective 3.4). MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction: By enforcing increased subdivision regulations, the vulnerability of newly 

developed areas in the community is reduced. In addition, by accounting for sea level rise in the 
design of the development, the threat to residents is greatly reduced, along with the vulnerability of 
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emergency response and first responders during a flood event.

● Cost Savings: The City will see potential cost savings in servicing areas that are not under constant 
inundation of flood waters and sea level rise. 

● Development Impact: There is potential for reduced subdivision development given increased 
regulatory requirements and building costs from complying with new subdivision regulations. 
By increasing the requirements for building homes in new subdivisions, there is a potential for 
increased building costs that will be passed along to the homeowner.

Objective 3.7: Historic Properties
Develop plans and policies for addressing flood risks to historic properties archaeological sites that are 
consistent with historic preservation requirements. 

Objective 3.7 Overview
The Virginia Beach Historic Preservation Commission 2018 Priorities and Goals identify completing a 
sea level rise assessment for historic resources. These resources are dispersed throughout the City and 
may require several types of strategies to address potential threats from flooding and sea level rise.

Action Items
To address flood risks to historic structures and archaeological resources, the City should:

HISTORIC PROPERTY ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Develop informational materials for property owners and contractors on how to renovate 
historic properties to enhance flood resilience in ways that are consistent with historic 
preservation requirements.

HIGH

2. Assess the vulnerability of historic structures and archaeological resources to future flood 
risks from sea level rise and include in a GIS portal (See Objective 1.4).

MED-HIGH

3. Work with the Historic Preservation Commission and State Historic Preservation Officer to 
develop a detailed mitigation plan that will include guidance for allowing flood resilient 
renovations or relocations of historic structures vulnerable to flood impacts while 
preserving the historic character of structures and sites.

MED-HIGH

4. Develop guidance that are consistent with National Environmental Policy Act requirements 
so that disaster recovery funding can be used to renovate or relocate historic structures, 
where needed.

MED-HIGH

Benefits and Considerations
●	 Flood Risk Reduction Benefits: By creating guidance to allow property owners to enhance the 

flood resilience of historic structures, the City can help property owners reduce or avoid damages 
to these structures during flood events while also preserving the historic character of these 
structures and districts.

●	 Cost: Many owners of historic structures are seeing rising flood insurance rates as a result of 
recent reforms to the NFIP. If structural elevation or other mitigation solutions are allowed, these 
homeowners can receive significant discounts on their flood insurance.

●	 Social: By developing a plan and policies to preserve historic structures and archaeological 
sites in the face of increasing flood risks, the City can ensure that these landmarks and cultural 
resources are sustained and continue to benefit the community. 

Objective 3.8: Saltwater Intrusion and Septic System Failure
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Assess the risks of saltwater intrusion of private wells and septic system failure in areas of the City not 
connected to the public water system, and develop a plan for addressing these impacts.

Objective 3.8 Overview
In order for the City to assess the potential for flood-induced ground water well contamination and 
septic system failure, analysis of these residential assets must be undertaken. Water from depths 
greater than 196 feet, generally, is too saline to drink, and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 
conjunction with Virginia Beach Public Utilities have been studying the shallow aquifers of the southern 
watersheds for a number of decades. In addition to the threats of sea level rise, the over-pumping of 
groundwater has led to both dropping water table levels and land subsidence in Virginia Beach. The 
dropping water tables provide a potential entrance for increased salt water intrusion, even without the 
threat of sea level rise. 

Hampton Roads Sanitation District’s Sustainable Water Initiative for Tomorrow (HRSD SWIFT) is currently 
underway as a pilot project that would inject treated wastewater into aquifers. Similar projects are 
being evaluated for New Kent and Hanover. Additional coordination with HRSD should be considered 
for Virginia Beach.

Action Items
To better understand the impact of saltwater intrusion and septic system failure on the community, the 
City should take the following actions:

SALTWATER INTRUSION AND SEPTIC SYSTEM FAILURE ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Increase public education and awareness regarding the threat (depending on the research 
and study outcomes) to saltwater intrusion, and provide resources to help mitigate the 
issues.

HIGH

2. Increase permitting standards and enforcement of groundwater wells. MEDIUM

3. Undertake a study to assess and determine what the protocols might be when and if 
saltwater intrusion is occurring.

MED-LOW

4. Explore expanding the HRSD network to areas served by septic systems in Virginia Beach. MED-LOW

5. Limit the development of new septic systems, following failures of older systems due to 
groundwater table level increase.

MED-LOW

6. Permit alternative septic systems such as ClearStream, Wisconsin Mounds, etc. and increase 
potential funding programs for owners to upgrade to newer treatment technologies that are 
not dependent on groundwater.

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Community Resilience: Assessing the vulnerability of Virginia Beach Residents’ wells to 

saltwater intrusion and analyzing septic system failure is the first step in identifying potential 
weaknesses in private sanitation systems.

● Regulatory: Increased permitting and regulatory oversite of well drilling, must contend with 
property owner’s rights.
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GOAL #4: Protect Local Businesses and Enhance the Local Economy
The City of Virginia Beach is a vibrant economic 
center with businesses that support a range of 
sectors in the region (e.g., defense, maritime, 
tourism, biomedical, agriculture) as well as 
critical assets, including a port and military 
bases. Many of these businesses are small- or 
medium-sized enterprises (nine in ten Virginia 
Beach business have fewer than 50 employees), 
which due to their size, are particularly 
vulnerable to disruptions and closure from flood 
impacts. FEMA statistics show that one in four 
businesses never reopen after experiencing 
impacts from a disaster. The ability of Virginia 
Beach businesses to withstand and bounce back 
from flood events is critical to the city’s overall 
resilience. Therefore, it is imperative that the 
City help businesses plan and invest to protect 
against current and future flood risks.

In addition to protecting existing businesses, Virginia Beach has an opportunity to attract businesses 
and train residents to work in the growing “resilience economy.” As the public and private sectors 
increase investment in flood protection and stormwater management, there will be a growing need 
for contractors and businesses that can provide a range of sustainable and resilient construction 
practices (e.g., installing solar, elevating homes, elevating utilities and mechanical equipment, wet and 
dry floodproofing, installing green infrastructure, and remediating flood damages). The City has an 
opportunity to develop workforce development programs in these types of jobs and attract companies 
that will deliver these services throughout the region.

Goal #4 Strategy
Promote local business and economic resilience in Virginia Beach through increased outreach, 
education, vulnerability assessments, data sharing, and collaboration regarding flooding hazards 
and preparedness strategies between the City and local businesses. The following objectives and 
accompanying action items will help the City protect local businesses and foster growth within the local 
economy. 

Objective 4.1: Engage Local Businesses
Engage and educate local businesses on flood risks, sea level rise, flood insurance, and hazard 
mitigation strategies. 

Objective 4.1 Overview
Small local businesses in Virginia Beach fuel the economic success and stability of the community. The 
City recognizes the importance of the business community as a fundamental component to the vitality 
and success of the City as a whole, and also understands that increased flooding and the impacts of 
sea level rise will continue to effect the economic success of area businesses. The City should continue 
to engage and collaborate with area businesses in an effort to educate them about current and future 
flood risks while supporting continuity planning.

Figure 20: Flooding affecting local Virginia Beach businesses
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Action Items
To enhance the resilience of local businesses, the City should:

ENGAGE LOCAL BUSINESSES ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Develop education and outreach programs for engaging local businesses on the topics of 
sea level rise, flood risk, and resilience, to help them to understand their flood mitigation 
options and the benefits of carrying flood insurance.

MED-LOW

2. Support business continuity planning for small businesses that are particularly vulnerable to 
economic losses and closure from flood events.

MED-LOW

3. Encourage private businesses to acknowledge and create action plans to address the 
impacts that City-wide systemic failures (e.g., public infrastructure systems, power outages, 
school and hospital closures) would have on their bottom-line as well as their ability to 
recover from disasters.

MED-LOW

4. Incorporate considerations of economic resilience in the next update to the City’s 
comprehensive plan following guidelines from the Economic Development Agency.19

MED-LOW

5. Partner with business organizations such as the Tidewater Builders Association, the Virginia 
Beach Economic Development Authority, and the Hampton Roads Chamber of Commerce.

MED-LOW

6. Assess the vulnerability of the Virginia Beach business sector to future flood risks in order 
to determine potential impacts on the local economy, employment, environment, and 
supply chains.

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Losses Avoided: By encouraging businesses to develop continuity plans, the City enables 

businesses to bounce back from interruptions caused by disaster events and avoid wage and 
revenue losses due to prolonged closures.

● Economic: By helping existing businesses to withstand shocks from flooding and extreme storms, 
the City is also helping to protect the local and regional economy. By investing in building the 
capacity of businesses and residents to provide needed resilience services, the City can further 
grow the local economy and incentivize private investment in Virginia Beach.

● Legal: The City has no authority to require private utilities or businesses to create flood 
vulnerability assessments or action plans, therefore the City will need to work cooperatively with 
service providers to ensure that owners and operators are planning accordingly for the increasing 
risks from sea level rise and recurrent flooding.

Objective 4.2: Tax and Financial Incentives for Local Businesses
Develop grant or loan program to encourage and support wet or dry floodproofing of commercial 
structures. Provide tax incentives to businesses that install flood resilience or green stormwater 
management measures. 

Objective 4.2 Overview
The City currently offers a number of tax incentives under various programs, including a preferential 
rate on assessments for building improvements with qualifying energy-efficient structures that exceed 
statewide energy efficiency standards.

Action Items
Similar to Objective 3.5, the City should develop a grant and/or loan program for local businesses and 
offer tax incentives in the form of rebates, exemptions, or discounts to business and property owners 
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of commercial or industrial structure for the following:

TAX AND FINANCIAL INCENTIVES FOR LOCAL BUSINESSES ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Provide financial assistance through tax incentives and/or low interest loans to encourage 
owners of commercial and industrial properties to undertake flood retrofits (including 
elevation, floodproofing, mitigation-reconstruction, stormwater management and green 
infrastructure retrofits.

MED-LOW

2. Maintain regulatory consistency with the Virginia Shoreline Resiliency Fund, in order that 
once funds are made available, Virginia Beach can utilize the funding.

MED-LOW

3. Leverage funds from other state and federal sources including FEMA pre-disaster mitigation, 
hazard mitigation grants, and community development block grants.20

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Economic: Tax and financial incentives for businesses serve to promote resilient development 

and can bolster economic growth and development within the community. 

Objective 4.3: Workforce Development
Create workforce development programs to train residents to provide resilience services, such as 
elevating homes and installing and maintaining green infrastructure. 

Objective 4.3 Overview
The City has one of the most successful workforce 
development programs in the country. The Virginia 
Beach Department of Economic Development engages 
with Tidewater Community College to provide training 
on manufacturing and biomedical careers and works 
with local businesses to connect companies to training 
programs.

Action Items
To establish a workforce development program for 
cultivating the skills needed to support resilient services, 
the City should:

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Work with current employers and potential employers in industries related to climate 
resilience in the region to better understand what skills are and will be most in demand for 
future high growth job opportunities. 

MED-LOW

2. Provide training, certifications, and/or apprenticeships in resilience and sustainability jobs 
including grey and green infrastructure installation and maintenance; flood retrofiting 
including home elevations, utility and mechanical elevation, and flooding remediation; 
living shoreline design, installation and maintenance; solar and/or microgrid installation 
and maintenance; energy efficiency upgrades. 

MED-LOW

3. Leverage existing partnerships and job training, workforce development, and 
apprenticeship programs, such as programs with Tidewater Community College.

MED-LOW

4. Include metrics and processes for monitoring job placements and retention rates. MED-LOW

Figure 21: Tidewater Community College and the City of 
Virginia Beach Joint-Use Library. 
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WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

5. Connect program graduates directly to both public and private sector jobs, including jobs 
with City contractors.

LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction: By training a local workforce that can do the work needed to retrofit 

homes and businesses, as well as design, install and maintain the infrastructure needed to 
reduce flood risks, the City can not only build the capacity to perform these needed services 
locally, but also ensure that the investments are being utilized to promote local economic 
growth. 

● Economic: By ensuring that there is a trained local workforce that can provided needed resilience 
services, the City can bring new jobs and economic investments into the City.

GOAL #5: Preserve and Enhance Natural Flood Buffers and Open 
Space
Virginia Beach’s unique natural landscapes, waterways, beaches, public open spaces, recreational trails, 
and greenways are some of the City’s greatest assets. These landscapes are not only an important 
recreational draw to the region, but valuable environmental assets that provide vital ecosystem 
services, such as managing flood waters, serving as habitats for important native species, and 
improving water quality. These natural spaces can also provide resiliency by managing flood hazards in 
a way that the built environment cannot.

The City benefits from an expansive range of land uses, and is composed of four major watersheds: 
Lynnhaven, Oceanfront, Elizabeth River, and the Southern. The Southern watershed is home to many 
of the City’s most pristine natural environments, houses the City’s agricultural industry, and is home 
to a distinctive rural community. Extensive low-lying areas in the Southern Watershed also result in 
the area having the greatest exposure to increased flooding. It is imperative that the City continues to 
preserve the important natural resources in this region while limiting new development and preserving 
important natural flood buffers in these areas. This will reduce the often repetitive damages that flood-
prone areas experience with significant rainfall and storm surge, in turn protecting life, structures, and 
property for future generations.

Goal #5 Strategy
Promote new conservation and preservation programs at the City while continuing to expand on 
current initiatives to propagate natural flood buffers and open space throughout the community. The 
following objectives and accompanying action items will help the City preserve and enhance natural 
flood buffers and open space.

Objective 5.1: Voluntary Acquisitions, Conservation, and Preservation Easements
Build upon and enhance programs for preserving open space City-wide.

Objective 5.1 Overview
Voluntary property acquisition and buyouts are one of many tools in which to reduce a community’s 
exposure and vulnerability to flood risk and sea level rise. By acquiring and demolishing properties, 
and then converting the property into open space, the area can serve as a form of stormwater 
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management or as a natural buffer against sea level rise and flooding. On undeveloped land, the 
development rights can be secured through conservation or preservation easements, allowing the 
land to be maintained as open space for long periods of time (or into perpetuity). The Department of 
Parks and Recreation has conserved open space, especially in flood prone areas throughout the City. 
In addition, the Federal and State Government own the Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge, False Cape 
State Park and First Landing State Park, while the Nature Conservancy owns expansive areas along the 
North Landing River to conserve environmentally sensitive portions of the City. On the private side, 
the Agricultural Reserve program has allowed farmers to conserve valuable agricultural lands in the 
southern part of the City. These examples should serve as building blocks as the City looks to explore 
all strategies and options to voluntarily conserve areas prone to flooding.

Action Items
The City should expand upon existing acquisition and conservation easement programs to allow for 
voluntary buyouts to enhance flood resilience. In order to achieve this, the City should:

VOLUNTARY ACQUISITION, CONSERVATION & PRESERVATION EASEMENT ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Restart the voluntary acquisition and buyout programs (Open Space Program and 
Agricultural Reserve Program) to allow for acquisitions to also enhance the City’s flood 
resilience, including allowing for acquisition of: repetitive loss properties, undeveloped 
parcels in the 100-year floodplain, and wetlands and natural floodplains. (See Objective 5.3)

HIGH

2. Prioritize voluntary acquisition of properties with high restoration potential and potential to 
deliver multiple social, economic, and environmental benefits (e.g., reducing flood risks for 
neighboring properties, improving water quality, enhancing habitats, enhancing recreational 
open space, and increasing property values for neighboring properties).

HIGH

3. Set aside funds to restore and manage acquired parcels to enhance floodplain and 
stormwater management.

HIGH

4. Prioritize voluntary acquisition of repetitive loss structures, and areas where multiple 
structures can be aggregated and acquired together, to facilitate restoration of natural 
floodplain function and reduce flood risks for neighboring properties.

MED-HIGH

5. Identify other funding sources that can be leveraged and combined to support voluntary 
buyouts and acquisitions including local, state and federal sources (e.g., stormwater fees, 
hazard mitigation grants, water quality grants or loans,21 and community development 
block grants).

MED-HIGH

6. Offer flexibility to bundle and allow for resilient redevelopment on some sites with lower 
risk of flooding. Particularly in areas in which landscaping and building features can 
be used to reduce flood risks for the property and alleviate flood risks to the broader 
community. 

MED-HIGH

7. Seek to preserve historical and cultural resources located in areas acquired for 
conservation. 

MED-LOW

8. Seek funding to renovate or otherwise protect historic structures in vulnerable areas. MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction: By permanently removing structures from the floodplain, the City will be 

eliminating any future damages to these structures while reducing the potential for emergency 
response costs. By preserving open space in the floodplain, the City can reduce future damages 
to adjacent homes, businesses, infrastructure, and City-owned facilities. 

● Economic: Natural open space and recreational space provides economic benefits in the form of 
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increased tourism and property values. Virginia Beach’s natural landscapes are one of the City’s 
greatest economic assets. 

● Environmental: Naturalized landscapes provide many ecological benefits including habitats for 
native species, erosion reduction, water and air quality improvement, and carbon sequestration.

● Administration: If acquiring properties, the City will need to allocate resources to maintain the 
acquired properties over time. By leveraging multiple funding sources the City will be able to 
acquire and restore more properties, however different funding sources have different rules and 
requirements, which can prove difficult to administer. For example, properties acquired with 
FEMA funds must be permanently preserved as open space, whereas properties acquired with 
Community Development Block Grant-Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) funds can be redeveloped 
with more resilient construction. 

● Cost: Voluntary property acquisition, oftentimes, results in the conversion of the property into 
open space, thereby reducing the City’s property revenue from taxes. However, other cities, like 
Charlotte, have experienced significant increases in neighboring property values where buyout 
lands are restored, and recreational amenities are added. There is the potential for reduced costs 
incurred by the City in servicing severe repetitive and repetitive loss properties during flooding 
and storm events, following buyouts.

● CRS: Up to 1,450 points can be earned for preserving undeveloped land in the floodplain as 
open space (Activity 422.a), with up to 50 extra points for legal restrictions that prohibit future 
development on those properties preserved (422.b). In addition, up to 150 points can be awarded 
if preserved open spaces are also affected by a special flood-related hazard or low-density 
zoning regulations (422.d). Up to 250 points can be earned for creating Open Space Incentives 
(Activity 422.f), and up to 750 points are provided for the preservation of open space within a 
community’s mapped coastal erosion hazard area (Activity 422.e). The City is already pursing 
points in this category for existing areas of preserved open space in the SFHA; however, there 
is the potential to increase points in this category if additional area vulnerable to flooding are 
preserved.

Objective 5.2: Living Shorelines
Expand efforts to encourage “soft” or living 
shorelines in appropriate areas. 

Objective 5.2 Overview
Living shorelines are a green infrastructure 
technique that uses native vegetation, often in 
combination with offshore sills, to stabilize and 
protect a shoreline.22 As such, living shorelines 
are a natural alternative to typical built shoreline 
stabilizations methods, such has bulkheads. 
In addition to protecting shoreline and coastal 
infrastructure, living shorelines provide 
numerous environmental and social benefits. 
These benefits include: improved marine 
habitat and spawning areas, coastal erosion 
management, attractive natural appearances, 
improved water quality, efficient stormwater 
management, carbon sequestration, increased 

Figure 22: Pleasure House Point Natural Area is an example of 
a successful living shoreline with it's shallow water and ideal 
habitat for the Chesapeake Bay blue crab and Lynnhaven oyster.
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biodiversity, and increased recreation opportunities. Due to the numerous benefits and effectiveness 
of living shorelines, the Virginia General Assembly has created policy stating that living shorelines 
techniques are the preferred method of tidal shoreline stabilization.23

The original authority for implementing living shorelines comes from the Coastal Primary Sand Dunes 
Protection Act, which was enacted by the Virginia General Assembly in 1980. The 1980 act only covered 
nine Virginia Tidewater localities. In later years it was recodified as the Coastal Primary Sand Dunes 
and Beaches Act in Code § 28.2-1400 to -1420, and modified further in 2008 to extend protection to all 
of Virginia’s Tidewater dunes and beaches. The City of Virginia Beach allows for the implementation of 
living shorelines under its Wetlands Zoning Ordinance as well as its Coastal Primary Sand Dunes Zoning 
Ordinance (Virginia Beach, Municipal Code art. XIV § 1402(l) & 1602(m)).24 In order to implement a 
living shoreline, several permits must be obtained. These include the Living Shorelines Group 1 General 
Permit (Wetlands) or the Living Shorelines Group 2 General Permit (Coastal Primary Sand Dunes and 
Beaches), the US Army Corps of Engineers Nationwide Permit 13 – Bank Stabilization, and the US Army 
Corps of Engineers Nationwide Permit 54 – Living Shorelines.25

Wetland Watch identifies the Virginia Shoreline Resiliency Fund (VSRF), a revolving loan program for 
shoreline protection, as a potential source of funding, however, the VSRF is currently unfunded.26 There 
are numerous opportunities for Virginia Beach to augment their living shorelines program and expand 
the promotion of living 

Action Items
In order to encourage use of “soft” or “living” shoreline stabilization approaches on appropriate lots, 
the City should:

LIVING SHORELINE ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Collaborate with the Nature Conservancy, Back Bay Wildlife Refuge, Department of Game 
and Inland Fisheries, Department of Conservation and Recreation, and other interested 
stakeholders in marsh and submerged aquatic vegetation restoration.

HIGH

2. Provide technical assistance, grants, loans, or tax incentives to private landowners to assist 
in the removal of hardened shorelines and the design and construction of living shorelines, 
such as through participation in the Commonwealth’s living shoreline loan program.27

MED-HIGH

3. Provide contractor training programs to build the capacity of local contractors to design 
and construct living shoreline projects.

MED-HIGH

4. Build pilot soft or living shoreline projects on city-owned properties and replace hardened 
shorelines to demonstrate the effectiveness of these approaches.

MED-HIGH

Benefits and Considerations
● Legal: The state has authorized local wetlands boards to permit shoreline protection structures 

along non-vegetated shorelines during emergency situations.28 In general the threatened 
structure has to be within 50 feet mean high water shoreline. Virginia Beach uses a joint permit 
application for: landings, jetties, etc.; landfill into waters, marshlands, or lowlands; and to alter 
or develop wetlands or the coastal primary sand dunes. Applicants file a joint permit application 
which goes to the Virginia Marine Resource Commission, Habitat Management Division. Permits 
are reviewed by Army Corps, VMRC, and the Planning and Community Development Department 
at the City.

● CRS: Restricting shoreline armoring in addition to any other alteration of natural shorelines can 
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earn up to 120 points (Activity 422.h).

Objective 5.3: Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) and Transferrable 
Development Rights
Investigate the creation of a Transferrable Development Rights (TDR) program to allow landowners 
in high-risk areas to transfer their development rights to protected or higher ground areas. Explore 
the Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) by the City, much like the successful Agricultural Reserve 
Program (ARP), to purchase the development rights for high risk areas that will be vulnerable to sea 
level rise. 

Objective 5.3 Overview
Virginia Beach’s PDR program, ARP, is one of the most successful in the Commonwealth with more than 
9,700 acres enrolled. The City has acquired 858 development rights at a cost of $46.1 million. 

The City should consider expanding this program to incorporate the voluntary acquisition of property 
rights in order to reduce the vulnerability of landowners to sea level rise. The General Assembly first 
adopted statewide enabling legislation (presently contained in Va. Code §§ 15.2-2316.1 and 15.2-2316.2) 
allowing local jurisdictions to enact zoning ordinances permitting Transfer of Development Rights in 
2006. 

At this time, the City feels that development of a TDR program would be extremely difficult to 
implement. The most logical place for areas to receive the increased density would be the non-
floodprone portions of the SGA’s; however, there is currently no need for market incentives to increase 
density in the SGA’s and much work would have to be done to change the process development is 
incentivized and approved in these areas before they could become appropriate receiving areas. While 
the use of TDR is a tactic that should be considered, it may not be feasible without extensive policy and 
ordinance changes.

Action Items
In developing a flood focused Transferrable Development Rights program, the City should:

PDR AND TDR ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Consider opportunities to prepare the City for the adoption of a Sea Level Rise Transferable 
Development Rights program.

Create market-incentives for developers to purchase TDRs in vulnerable areas in order to 
receive approvals for additional density and more intense uses in “higher ground” SGAs.

HIGH

2. Identify priority areas for preservation (i.e., areas with current or future high-flood risk, 
valuable natural resources, and areas with high potential for future development or 
subdivision) and priority areas for additional growth (i.e., higher ground areas with lower 
flood risk and existing supporting infrastructure and services). 

MED-HIGH

3. Develop a program to purchase and retire development rights in areas at vulnerable to sea 
level rise and recurrent flooding.

MED-HIGH

4. Designate areas at high risk from future sea level rise as “sending areas” where landowners 
can sell their development rights and agree to preserve flood-prone lands as undeveloped 
open space.

MED-HIGH

5. Designate higher-ground, strategic growth areas as “receiving areas” where developers can 
use development rights to increase densities and/or intensities of use.

MED-HIGH
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PDR AND TDR ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

6. Create incentives, such as increased floor-area ratios or allowable densities to encourage 
purchase of TDRs in “sending areas”.

MED-HIGH

7. Limit allowable densities in sending and receiving areas to create market incentives for the 
purchase of development rights.

MED-HIGH

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction: By limiting new development and redevelopment in flood-prone areas the 

City can ensure that it is not exacerbating flood risks and preserving natural flood buffers for 
upland and neighboring development.

● Costs: This strategy may deprive the City of some additional tax revenues, but this has potential 
to save the City in terms of loses avoided. 

● Environmental: By preserving open space, the City will deliver many environmental benefits 
including improved water quality, air quality, and native species habitats.

● Regulatory: The City would have to look at revising zoning and density regulations and 
ordinances, which could be administratively burdensome.

● CRS: Up to 1,450 points can be earned for preserving undeveloped land in the floodplain as 
open space (Activity 422.a), with up to 50 extra points for legal restrictions that prohibit future 
development on those properties preserved (422.b). In addition, up to 150 points can be awarded 
if preserved open spaces are also affected by a special flood-related hazard or low-density 
zoning regulations (422.d). Up to 250 points can be earned for creating Open Space Incentives 
(Activity 422.f), and up to 750 points are provided for the preservation of open space within a 
community’s mapped coastal erosion hazard area (Activity 422.e).

GOAL #6: Improve City Coordination and Responsiveness to 
Community Flood Concerns
The impacts of sea level rise in Virginia Beach are far-reaching, transecting economic sectors, 
neighborhood boundaries, and diverse community populations. Effective response to flood risk will 
require action by multiple city departments, supported by non-profit and community organizations 
within Virginia Beach. While many actions addressing the future threat of sea level rise must be taken 
at the local level, regional coordination can greatly improve local response to flood concerns. Virginia 
Beach’s neighboring municipalities, regional non-profit organizations, private companies, and leading 
academic institutions offer a significant range of resources to aid in the fight against sea level rise and 
recurrent flooding. 

The City of Virginia Beach has been intimately involved in regional coordination and information 
sharing, participating in collaborative projects such as the Hampton Roads’ StormSense project. 
Continuing to improve collaboration across local and groups locally and regionally will allow the City to 
improve data collection and analysis, coordinate response efforts, streamline planning processes, and 
improve stakeholders’ understanding of the risks associated with sea level rise and recurrent flooding. 

Goal #6 Strategy
Ensure active internal and external coordination to align priorities, build coalitions, leverage resources, 
and educate the public in order to facilitate the progression of resilience activities. The following 
objectives and accompanying action items will help the City improve coordination and responsiveness 
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in regards to community flood concerns relating to changing precipitation patterns, sea level rise, and 
recurrent flooding.

Objective 6.1: Internal City Coordination 
The City should continue to improve internal inter-departmental coordination, and consider 
expanding the existing Sea Level Rise Working Group to include private utilities, local businesses, civic 
organizations, and other affected stakeholders in the region. 

Objective 6.1 Overview
Virginia Beach’s Sea Level Rise Working Group meets 
regularly to review issues related to sea level rise and 
related coastal and stormwater flooding. The work 
group’s mission could be expanded to oversee and 
coordinate implementation upon completion and 
adoption of the prioritized action items within this 
document. A Chief Resilience Officer could facilitate 
the needed coordination to implement CSRRF Study 
recommendations. 

Action Items
The City should undertake the following actions to improve internal coordination: 

SEA LEVEL RISE WORKING GROUP ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. The Deputy City Manager’s (DCM) Sea Level Rise Working Group, operating under 
the authority of the City Manager, will facilitate cross-departmental coordination and 
implementation of the action items detailed within this document.

HIGH

2. City staff will lead implementation, report progress, and provide status updates to the DCM 
Sea Level Rise Working Group.

HIGH

3. The Sea Level Rise Working Group will provide accountability for the accomplishment of the 
prioritized action items.

HIGH

4. Continue Sea Level Rise Working Group Meetings, with a standing agenda and status 
updates to monitor implementation of action items by City staff.

HIGH

Benefits and Considerations
● Resources: A working group that involves and engages private sector partners including 

businesses, nonprofits, and universities can help bring additional resources and expertise to 
support the City’s flood resilience work.

● CRS: A community can earn up to 200 points for creating and implementing public outreach 
projects (332.a). Up to 50 points can be added for outreach projects conducted in coordination 
with or having information more widely disseminated by non-governmental representatives or 
partners (332.d).

Objective 6.2: Regional Coordination
Continue to participate and support climate preparedness activities through regional planning 
organizations and other regional initiatives.

Figure 23: The Virginia Beach Municipal Center.
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Objective 6.2 Overview
Continued active participation and leadership in regional activities are critical for leveraging 
investments, coordinating activities, and liaising with regional, state, and federal partners. Regional 
coordination, especially with the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC), the military, 
and regional/state academic institutions will help build cohesion. 

Over the last several years, key activities have included the Hampton Roads Intergovernmental Pilot 
Project, the HRPDC Coastal Resiliency Working Group, the Joint Land Use Studies, and the Hampton 
Roads Adaptation Forum. Additionally, the City has participated in a host of workshops, meetings, and 
symposiums to coordinate and communicate resilience activities. These activities should be selectively 
maintained to ensure City awareness, to represent and forward City priorities, and disseminate lessons 
learned.

Action Items
City officials should continue to engage regionally on climate resilience through the following actions:

REGIONAL COORDINATION ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Improve coordination with the cities of Norfolk and Chesapeake, VA, as well as Currituck 
County, NC to align flood protection strategies and design standards across municipal 
boundaries.

HIGH

2. Communicate recommended strategies developed from the most recent sea level rise, 
precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and analyses to the Norfolk District US Army 
Corps of Engineers. Establish level of interest and support for identified potential solutions, 
and advocate for feasibility studies and cost-share agreements.

HIGH

3. Communicate recommended strategies developed from the most recent sea level 
rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and analyses to leadership at the Joint 
Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story, Dam Neck, and Oceana. Identify constraints 
on structural solutions due to property ownership and land use, as well as solutions and 
collaborative actions that forward flood resilience activities.

HIGH

4. Advocate for and engage with regional sea level rise planning initiatives through the 
Hampton Roads Regional Planning Commission and the Coastal Resiliency Working Group.

MED-HIGH

5. Engage with regional transportation planning initiatives lead by the Hampton Roads 
Transportation Planning Organization.

MED-HIGH

6. Ensure data and strategies developed using the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and 
recurrent flooding data and analyses are available for regional counterparts to utilize and 
leverage through both the general sharing of information and the creation of an external 
facing data portal (See Objective 6.3).

MED-HIGH

7. Explore ways to further engage public sector expertise, such as collaboration with the Port 
of Virginia.

MED-HIGH

8. Minimize impermeable surface areas in new developments and areas being redeveloped 
based upon the Stormwater Act and The Chesapeake Bay Preservation Area ordinance.

MEDIUM

Benefits and Considerations
● Environmental: Analyzing and managing ecological resources at a regional level more accurately 

reflects ecosystem functions. Working across political boundaries will allow the City to gain a 
more effective understanding of systemic ecosystem functionality and increase preparedness 
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and mitigation opportunities in terms of sea level rise and recurrent flooding.

● Relationship Building: By engaging in regional coordination and information sharing, the City of 
Virginia Beach will continue to build relationships with neighboring communities, jurisdictions, 
and cities. Sea level rise and flood risk are not contained or applicable only to the City, and by 
collaborating within the regional community, the City has an opportunity to share ideas and 
implement best practices.

● Administrative: Increased regional coordination and data sharing will remove redundancies 
in data collection and research, reducing the administrative costs associated with climate 
preparedness.

Objective 6.3: Stakeholder Engagement, Education, and Outreach
Develop programs to support public education and outreach about flood risks and resilience.

Objective 6.3 Overview
The City prioritizes public education, outreach, and 
engagement with the community on the topic of sea level 
rise and recurrent flooding. The City will continue to 
make a concerted effort to regularly update community 
members and stakeholders on what, when, and how the 
City is tackling the ongoing threats from rising water 
levels and increased nuisance flooding. Despite these 
efforts, there is continual room for improvement. In 
particular there are a number of actions the City can take 
to distribute research results and data into the broader 
community, allowing community members to make 
educated decisions regarding their vulnerability.

Action Items
In order to develop and expand public outreach and engagement programs on flood risk, sea level rise, 
flood insurance, and hazard mitigation, the City should:

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT, EDUCATION, AND OUTREACH ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Create online resources that the general public can utilize in personal preparedness and 
mitigation to reduce flood risk.

HIGH

2. Undertake targeted outreach to increase flood insurance policy penetration within areas 
vulnerable to coastal and stormwater flooding. 

HIGH

3. Provide flood-protection consultations and workshops for homeowners and businesses to 
disseminate information about different methods for retrofitting structures to reduce flood 
damage and available financing services and grants.

HIGH

4. Provide training on emergency response to healthcare and educational providers, 
community-based organizations, and other service providers that engage directly with 
vulnerable populations.

HIGH

5. Engage youth through education and outreach programs coordinated with schools, 
community organizations serving youth, and the aquarium.

HIGH

Figure 24: Public meeting to discuss the impacts of 
sea level rise on Virginia Beach.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT, EDUCATION, AND OUTREACH ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

6. Develop a program to earn points for community engagement in regards to flood risk under 
the CRS program.

HIGH

7. Partner with community-based organizations, academia, professional associations, and the 
private sector to enhance outreach and engagement to target audiences, including home 
builders, emergency responders, homeowners, landlords, small businesses, and other 
important stakeholders.

HIGH

8. Continue participation in the Hampton Roads Adaptation Forum hosted by Old Dominion 
University, Virginia Sea Grant, and the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission.

HIGH

9. Engage a broader range of private stakeholders including businesses, non-profit and 
community-based organizations, private utilities, schools, and universities in the City’s 
flood resilience work.

HIGH

10. Create a formal external facing data portal and easily navigable dashboard which translates 
the findings and recommendations, based upon the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, 
and recurrent flooding data and analyses, into easily digestible content. 

The portal should combine outputs of the FEMA special flood hazard area, the Master 
Drainage Study, Hurricane Evacuation Zones, and the findings from the most recent sea 
level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and analyses, to clearly communicate 
the flood risk in the city at the property level, to the public. In addition, the portal should 
contain pictures and information regarding flood conditions in real time.

MED-HIGH

11. Continue and expand efforts to identify and reach vulnerable populations, such as lower-
income residents, renters, and the elderly. 

MEDIUM

12. Work with Community Emergency Response Teams and develop training programs to 
enhance emergency preparedness and the ability to rebuild with resilience after a disaster 
event.

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Flood Risk Reduction: By engaging with the public the City can encourage and build the 

capacity of independent and private sector actors to invest in and take action to reduce their 
own flood risks. 

● CRS: CRS points for stakeholder engagement and education are available under:

 330: Outreach Projects (maximum credit: 350 points); note that the individual point values 
provided below can be increased if a community has or conducts the outreach projects in 
conjunction with an approved Program for Public Information (PPI) through 332.c below (i.e., 
a PPI acts as a “multiplier” to increase the amount of points a community can earn for each 
activity) or has work carried out by a stakeholder: 

● 332.a: Outreach Projects: A community can earn up to 200 points for creating and 
implementing public outreach projects

● 332.b: Flood Response Preparations: A community can earn up to 50 points by proactively 
preparing a “pre-flood plan” to direct the preparation and delivery of public information for 
future floods

● 332.c: Program for Public Information (PPI): A PPI can add up to 80 points for outreach 
project activities and 20 points for flood protection assistance activities 

● 332.d: Stakeholder Delivery: Up to 50 points can be added for outreach projects 
conducted in coordination with or having information more widely disseminated by non-
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governmental representatives or partners

 350: Flood protection information (maximum credit: 125 points) 

 360: One-on-one help to people who are interested in protecting their property from 
flooding.

● 362.a: property protection advice can provide up to 25 points for making one-on-one 
counseling available, with 15 extra points if in conjunction with a program for public 
information under Series 330

● 362.b: protection advice following a site visit can provide up to 30 points, with 15 extra 
points if part of a program for public information

● 362.c: financial-assistance advice can provide up to 10 points with 5 extra points if in 
conjunction with a program for public information

● 362.d: adviser training can provide 10 points if the person providing advice has 
participated in the latest approved training on property protection and financial assistance

GOAL #7: Advocate for Changes to State and Federal Policy in order to 
Incentivize, Support, and Fund Local Resilience Implementation
While locally focused policy and regulatory changes are vital to the continued growth and success 
of Virginia Beach, the City should continue to advocate for regulatory changes at both the state and 
federal level. There is an opportunity, given the focus on mitigation, community resilience, and flood 
risk reduction at the federal level, to voice the significant challenges that Virginia Beach faces in terms 
of rising sea levels and increased flood vulnerability. Federal dollars are increasingly being allocated for 
mitigation and infrastructure resilience, and Virginia Beach has a unique opportunity to communicate 
the need for resilience investment at the local level. The City should continue to publicize the findings 
from the most recent sea level rise, precipitation, and recurrent flooding data and research, while 
highlighting the resilience measures and actions that Virginia Beach is undertaking. 

Goal #7 Strategy
Advocate for changes to state and federal policy to reduce or remove impediments to flood hazard 
mitigation activities and promote resilient infrastructure. The following action items will support local 
resilience initiatives through political and legal advocacy at the state and federal level.

Action Items
The City should undertake the following actions in an effort to advocate for state and federal policy 
changes in regards to sea level rise and recurrent flooding:

ADVOCACY FOR STATE AND FEDERAL POLICY ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

1. Seek legislation authorizing funding to support local investments in critical infrastructure to 
reduce flood risks in coastal communities.

HIGH

2. Establish lines of communication with Virginia’s U.S. Congressional State Representatives 
and Senators, Local Representatives in the Virginia House of Delegates and the Senate of 
Virginia, and the Virginia State Resiliency Officer. 

Express the challenges of funding sea level rise resilience and flooding mitigation, outside 
of a Disaster Declaration, as well as existing regulatory, legal, and administrative hurdles 
that the City faces. 

MED-HIGH
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ADVOCACY FOR STATE AND FEDERAL POLICY ACTION ITEMS PRIORITY 

3. Seek policy changes at FEMA Region III to lower hurdles and improve existing mechanisms 
for flood mitigation project requirements. 

MED-HIGH

4. Seek a legislative amendment requiring backup power and annual inspections for facilities 
providing critical emergency services, such as senior care facilities.

MED-HIGH

5. Seek legislation requiring private utilities and private owners of facilities serving vulnerable 
populations (e.g., senior care facilities) to support investments in back-up power. 

Advocate for grant or loan funding to support this initiative.

MED-HIGH

6. Seek legislation to fund the Virginia Resiliency Fund. MED-HIGH

7. Seek an amendment to state statute limiting use of impact fees. MEDIUM

8. Seek an amendment to state statute that allows property owners to rebuild or replace 
nonconforming structures if rebuilt within 2 years of being damaged. 

MEDIUM

9. Seek an amendment to state law limiting real estate flood risk disclosures for properties in 
the floodplain. 

MED-LOW

Benefits and Considerations
● Funding: Policy changes at the state and federal level have the potential to create additional 

funding streams for sea level rise and flooding mitigation, alleviating the need for the City to 
fund capital improvements on their own.

● Administrative: Statewide or federal policy changes have the potential to create additional 
administrative overhead and management. Additionally, changes at the state or federal level, 
may not perfectly align with the sea level rise goals and objectives of the City. 
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APPENDIX A – SUPPORTING STRATEGY AND PLANNING DOCUMENTS
The following table highlights the Virginia Beach Strategy and Planning documents that were utilized in 
the support and development of the Sea Level Rise Policy Adaptation Actions.

Document Section Highlights

A Strategic Plan to Achieve City 
Council’s Vision for the Future

QPE1 We continue to ensure and improve water quality (drinking 
water, sanitary sewers, stormwater, surface waters, and 
beaches) by developing and implementing initiatives to 
protect our water resources.

1.03 Align policies and codes to minimize effects of storm water 
runoff for new development and redevelopment. 

1.06 Develop initiatives to protect, and enhance forests, wildlife 
areas, coastlines, floodplains and other sensitive lands and 
identify adaptation strategies for lands subject to recurrent 
flooding or sea level rise.

A Strategic Plan to Achieve City 
Council’s Vision for the Future

QPE5 Use energy as efficiently and effectively as possible - while 
investing and planning for the continuity of operations during 
energy disruptions. 

5.02 Prepare critical facilities and essential operations for 
energy outages by investing and maintaining in standby power 
generation for City facilities.

A Strategic Plan to Achieve City 
Council’s Vision for the Future

QPE7 The City incorporates sea level rise and hazard mitigation into 
all aspects of city planning to address current flood prone 
areas and future development.

7.01 Evaluate existing floodplain, zoning, and site plan 
ordinances to identify any inconsistencies and/or gaps and 
propose any changes or additions.

7.02 Develop the application for submission to the Community 
Rating System program to lower flood insurance rates for the 
community.

7.03 Identify and prioritize mitigation projects and seek funding 
opportunities to strengthen the City’s resilience.

7.04 Develop and implement strategies for sand replenishment 
on all beaches, including identifying sand sources, developing 
funding strategies and obtaining easements to provide 
engineered beaches for hazard mitigation.

7.05 Undertake a comprehensive sea level rise and recurrent 
flooding analysis and develop policies to address those areas 
of the City that are most vulnerable through a combined use of 
adaptation strategies.

7.06 Develop and implement a comprehensive outreach plan 
to communicate flooding hazards and mitigation strategies for 
homeowners in the community.
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Document Section Highlights

A Strategic Plan to Achieve City 
Council’s Vision for the Future

EV2 We are a growing diverse economy that attracts and retains 
private companies that want to invest.

Initiative 2.05: Develop a communication plan that demonstrates 
a proactive approach addressing our response to sea level rise.

A Strategic Plan to Achieve City 
Council’s Vision for the Future

EV4 We provide and maintain the infrastructure required to 
support economic vitality, and develop our resources in a 
sustainable manner (economically, socially, and financially) so 
that we are an appealing community for citizens, visitors, and 
businesses.

Initiative 4.01: Improve our development review processes, codes, 
and standards to better encourage sustainable development and 
to make it easier to implement our adopted plans and policies.

Initiative 4.02: Implement models for sustainable development 
and maintenance of local publicly-owned land, facilities, and 
infrastructure.

A Strategic Plan to Achieve City 
Council’s Vision for the Future

EV6 We develop the plans, incentive efforts; detailed specific area 
plans, programs, zoning codes, and projects to implement the 
Strategic Growth Area Plans.

Initiative 6.01 Study potential impact of sea level rise on existing 
SGA Plans and devise strategies for monitoring those impacts 
where practical.

Initiative 6.02 Develop and implement the Overlay Zoning and/or 
Zoning Codes as well as parking policies and strategies necessary 
to implement the SGA Plans.

A Strategic Plan to Achieve City 
Council’s Vision for the Future

SC2 We work with the community and with other departments to 
be ready and able to face a major disaster and to recover in a 
timely manner utilizing internal and external resources.

2.01 Utilize the Emergency Management Institute to provide 
disaster recovery training for the City in order to increase 
preparedness.

2.02 Enhance disaster recovery planning by working with the 
Emergency Preparedness Committee, stakeholders and available 
citywide contracts in order to better serve the community.

2.03 Mandate citywide resources and personnel to support real 
time exercises in order to enhance our capacity and ability to 
respond to major disasters and health emergencies.

City Council Goal 4 Revitalize Neighborhoods and Plan for the Future

• Use Community Vision, Strategic Growth Area Plans, and 
Comprehensive Plan to guide future development and land 
use

• Protect natural resources and waterways
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Document Section Highlights

City Council Goal 6 Be the safest city in Virginia:

• Be prepared for, respond to, and recover from catastrophic 
events.

• Timely responses to emergency calls for service.

City Council Goal 9 Data and Technology is used to Enhance Community Livability, 
Prosperity and Sustainability:

• City using data and analysis in policy development and 
decision making

City Council Goal 10 City Assets and Infrastructure are Well Maintained and Meet 
Community Expectations:

• Have an effective stormwater management system that is 
well-designed, well-built, and well-maintained.

• Align policies and codes to minimize the effects of 
stormwater runoff for new development and redevelopment. 
• Prepare city infrastructure for sea level rise.
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APPENDIX B – EXAMPLES OF SEA LEVEL RISE PLANNING AND POLICY 
ACTIONS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES
Norfolk’s Vision 2100 Plan and Zoning Ordinance Rewrite
Norfolk’s Vision2100 plan, adopted in November 2016, provides a useful model for developing a long-
term vision for addressing sea-level rise impacts. The plans lays out a strategies for preparing Norfolk 
for the impacts of climate change through the end of the century. The plan also designated four 
different regions within the city based upon consideration of relative exposure to sea-level rise and 
existing and projected development. For each zone, the city established adaptation goals and priorities 
for investment.

In 2018, Norfolk updated its Zoning Ordinance designating a Coastal Resilience Overlay zone, Upland 
Resilience Overlay zone, and a Resilient Quotient System to implement the goals established by the 
Vision 2100 plan.

Baltimore’s Disaster Preparedness and Planning Project (DP3)
The City of Baltimore, Maryland developed an integrated adaptation and all hazard mitigation plan 
through its Disaster Preparedness and Planning Project (DP3). The plan considers vulnerabilities to sea-
level rise and included recommendations for enhancing resilience to future flooding and other impacts 
like extreme heat across four sectors: infrastructure, buildings, natural systems, and public services. 
Recommendations in the plan include using new building code regulations to enhance the resilience 
of new development and redevelopment to sea-level rise and using green stormwater management 
practices and urban tree canopy to manage stormwater and reduce urban heat islands.

DC’s Climate Ready Plan
In Climate Ready DC Plan, Washington DC identified evacuation routes for flood-prone areas. The 
District Department of Transportation also examined vertical clearance for bridges on waterways in 
their Climate Adaptation Plan. They found that the risk of reduced vertical clearance for bridges.

NYC’s Climate Resiliency Design Guidelines
New York City’s Climate Resiliency Design Guidelines state that the City will design using the best 
available data for future conditions. This set of guidelines provide step by step instructions on how to 
utilize historical climate data, supported and enhanced with new regional specific forward-looking data 
in the design of capital improvements and the design of City facilites.

San Francisco Sea Level Rise Capital Planning Guidance
In 2015, San Francisco adopted guidance for incorporating sea level rise into capital planning processes 
and design standards. The document presents a framework for considering sea level rise in the context 
of new construction, capital improvements, and maintenance projects.

Broward County, FL Climate Change Task Force 
Broward County convened a Climate Change Task Force with representatives of key stakeholders, 
including the school board, hospitals, the power company, environmental organizations, academic 
institutions, business interests, and the regional planning council. The Task Force developed a Climate 
Action Plan for the County focusing on water, energy, building, and other climate change issues.

North Carolina Flood Risk Information System
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The North Carolina Flood Risk Information System is a digital GIS tool that incorporates the state’s 
high-resolution LIDAR data, floodplain mapping, building footprints, parcel information, and first floor 
elevations. The tool provides flood-depth damage information and helps local officials prioritize flood 
mitigation projects based upon cost effectiveness. The state developed the system using funds from a 
real estate recordation fee.

Kaua’i’s Coastal Setback Ordinance
The County of Kaua’i, HI established a coastal setback ordinance in 2014 that was based upon average 
annual rate of erosion using a planning period of 70 to 100 years into the future, depending on the use 
of the structure, with an additional buffer of 40 feet.

Fairfax County, VA Living Shoreline Policy
The Fairfax County Wetlands Board has adopted a living-shorelines first policy. Applicants must 
consider a design that maintains or creates a living shoreline for shoreline stabilization. A permit for 
armoring will not be issued unless the landowner can overcome a presumption that a living shoreline 
will not achieve shoreline stabilization goals. A Wetlands Board permit is not required for living 
shorelines that adhere to the state’s general permit for low-impact erosion areas.

Boston Climate Resiliency Report Checklist
Boston, MA inserted a resiliency policy into their zoning ordinance that requires all projects to consider 
future climate conditions. This includes sea level rise. The Resiliency Checklist provides a framework 
and specific resiliency targets that must be achieved.

1 "Sea Level Trends - NOAA Tides & Currents". 2019. Tidesandcurrents.Noaa.Gov. https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.
gov/sltrends/sltrends.html.

2 Eggleston, Jack, and Jason Pope. 2019. Land Subsidence And Relative Sea-Level Rise In The Southern 
Chesapeake Bay Region. PDF. U.S. Department of the Interior U.S. Geological Survey. https://pubs.usgs.gov/
circ/1392/pdf/circ1392.pdf.

3 Parris, A., P. Bromirski, V. Burkett, D. Cayan, M. Culver, J. Hall, R. Horton, K. Knuuti, R. Moss, J. Obeysekera, A. 
Sallenger, and J. Weiss (2012). Global Sea Level Rise Scenarios for the US National Climate Assessment. NOAA 
Tech Memo OAR CPO-1. 37 pp.

4 Sweet, W.V., Kopp, R.E., Weaver, C.P., Obeysekera, J., Horton, R.M., Thieler, E.R., and C. Zervas. 2017. Global and 
regional sea level rise scenarios for the United States. NOAA Technical Report NOS CO-OPS 083.

5 Sea Level Rise Resolution 2018-01. 2018. PDF. Hampton Roads Planning District Commission. https://www.
hrpdcva.gov/uploads/docs/HRPDC%20Resolution_Sea%20Level%20Rise%202018-01.pdf.

6 Boon, J. D., Mitchell, M., Loftis, J. D., & Malmquist, D. M. (2018) Anthropocene Sea Level Change: A History 
of Recent Trends Observed in the U.S. East, Gulf, and West Coast Regions. Special Report in Applied Marine 
Science and Ocean Engineering (SRAMSOE) No. 467. Virginia Institute of Marine Science, College of William and 
Mary. https://doi.org/10.21220/V5T17T

7 Virginia Beach currently prepares a Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan with neighboring Hampton Roads 
jurisdictions Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and Isle of Wight County.

8 The Coordinator’s Manual is the guidebook for the CRS. It explains how the program operates, what is 
credited, and how credits are calculated. Although it is primarily a reference for CRS activities and credits, it 
can also help guide communities that want to design or improve their floodplain management programs.

9  VA Code § 15.2-2114. Regulation of stormwater
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10 Virginia Beach's Floodplain ordinance, Appendix K, currently applies only to areas identified as special flood 
hazard areas under the NFIP. App. K, § 1.2.  However, the ordinance does say that Virginia Beach "may identify 
as local flood hazard or ponding areas that are not delineated on the FIRM." App. K, § 3.1(B).  

11 1) For structures existing before the adoption of the ordinance [need to know if this refers to recodification 
or the original floodplain ordinance], "[a]ny modification, alteration, repair, reconstruction, or improvement of 
any kind to a structure and/or use located in any floodplain areas to an extent or amount of less than fifty (50) 
percent of its market value shall conform to the VA USBC and meet the freeboard height in effect at the start of 
construction for the original structure." App. K., § 5.1(B). 

12 The floodplain ordinance currently defines "substantial damage" as 50 percent market value by reference to a 
single event.  App. K, § 1.3.

13 Although Virginia Beach currently limits or restricts fill in Zones V and VE of the SFHA, as well as in designated 
portions in the Rural Area, it could consider expanding the limitations to other flood-vulnerable areas.

14 Current code allows owners of buildings substantially damaged or destroyed by anything other than flooding 
to obtain a variance to build back to the freeboard level (or design flood elevation) in effect when the building 
was originally constructed.

15  FIRMs identify the LiMWA delineating areas subject to moderate wave action (i.e., the Coastal A Zone) but the 
city’s current floodplain ordinance does not specify the Coastal A-Zone as a separate floodplain district from 
other, lower risk A classifications. FEMA recommends that cities apply V-zone standards in Coastal A-zones). 
V-zone standards include: open foundations (pile or pier; elevation of lowest supporting structural member, 
flood-resistant materials above first floor, specification of connections, such as bolts, below first floor.

16 Va. Code Ann. § 15.2-953  
17 Wetlands or riparian buffers subject to perpetual easements that allow inundation are considered a separate 

class of property under state law.  Va Code § 58.1-3666.  
18 Virginia law allows for eligible open space, forested, and agricultural land to be taxed based on the land's value 

in use (use value) as opposed to the land's market value.
19 Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) Content Guidelines: Recommendations For Creating 

An Impactful CEDS | U.S. Economic Development Administration". 2019. Eda.Gov. https://www.eda.gov/ceds/
content/economic-resilience.htm.

20 Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, Pre-Disaster Mitigation, Flood Mitigation Assistance, and Community 
Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery funding

21 For example, the Virginia Cleanwater Revolving Fund administered by DEQ provides low-interest loans to 
communities to fund acquisition of open space.  (Va. Code § 62.1-229.3) 

22 "Living Shoreline Facts". 2019. Oceanservice.Noaa.Gov. https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/living-shoreline.
html.

23 "Living Shorelines". 2019. Vims.Edu. http://www.vims.edu/ccrm/outreach/living_shorelines/index.php.
24 Wetlands Zoning Ordinance: https://library.municode.com/va/virginia_beach/codes/code_of_

ordinances?nodeId=CO_APXAZOOR_ART14WEZOOR_S1402US; coastal Primary Sand Dune Zoning Ordinance: 
https://library.municode.com/va/virginia_beach/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=CO_APXAZOOR_
ART16COPRSADUZOOR  

25 Living Shorelines Group 1 General Permit: http://mrc.virginia.gov/regulations/MRC_Scanned_Regs/Habitat/
FR1300_09-01-15.pdf;  Living Shorelines Group 2 General Permit: http://mrc.virginia.gov/regulations/
MRC_Scanned_Regs/Habitat/FR1330_11-01-17.pdf; US Army Corps of Engineers Nationwide Permit 13 – Bank 
Stabilization: https://www.nao.usace.army.mil/Portals/31/docs/regulatory/nationwidepermits/Nationwide_
Permit_13.pdf; US Army Corps of Engineers Nationwide Permit 54 – Living Shorelines: https://www.nao.usace.
army.mil/Portals/31/docs/regulatory/nationwidepermits/Nationwide%20Permit%2054.pdf 

26 "LIS > Bill Tracking > SB282 > 2016 Session". 2016. Lis.Virginia.Gov. http://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.
exe?161+sum+SB0282.

27 Va Code § 62.1-229.5.  Localities may elect to participate in a state program that makes low-interest loans 
available for living shorelines through the Virginia Clean Water Revolving Loan Fund.  Va Code § 62.1-229.5.  
Local governments may participate directly or may administer programs providing low-interest loans to 
residents. Living Shorelines Loan Program Guidelines (April 2016), http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Portals/0/DEQ/
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Water/ConstructionAssistanceProgram/Living%20Shorelines%20Loan%20Guidelines-FINAL.pdf. Localities must 
adopt plans for administering loans provided directly to individuals based on state guidelines.  See Local Plan 
Guidelines (April 2016), http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Portals/0/DEQ/Water/ConstructionAssistanceProgram/
Local%20Plan%20Guideline. State Water Control Board has promulgated guidelines based on recommendations 
from DEQ

28 "REGULATION: APPLYING FOR A GENERAL WETLANDS PERMIT TO ADDRESS CATASTROPHIC EROSIONAL 
SITUATIONS". 1998. Mrc.Virginia.Gov. http://www.mrc.virginia.gov/regulations/fr345.shtm.
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